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ABSTRACT
The document is the result of a desire tQ incorporate

career education activities into the present high school English
curriculum. It is a collectiop of 36 lesson units generally related
to the areas of job application, English, contemporary communications
and concerns, humanities, writing, speech, and literature. The Units
are organized under the headings of concepts, performance objective,
materials, and the lesson capsule. The .lesson capsule, the largest
part of each unit, describes classroom activities, role-playing,
discussions, chart making, and other teaching techniques used to
implement the lesson unit. The capsules also contain instructions to
the teacher for presentation of the unit content and materials and
show how career education activities can be integrated within the
unit being taught. Appendixes present an Exploration of Career Values
sentence completion form and a list of community resources. A working
bibliography of six items concludes the volume. (NH)
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This document is the result of the desire to encorporate career educa-
tion activities into the present high school English curriculum. It
should be noted that the curriculum of Essex Junction Educational Cen-
tev's English Department is based on the phase-elective semester pro.
gram, with only the 9th grade classes tracked and running a full year.
The first two digits of the course number indicate the level of acade-
mic complexity. Though this document is addressed to meet the specific
needs of a specific English department, it is hoped that readers may
find these units, or variations of these units, applicable to their
own needs; the assignment of an activity to a specific course is in no
way intended to imply that the activity is exclusive to that course.

Below is a list of career education concepts considered in the writing
of these lesson units. It is hoped that this list will. clarify some
of the attitudes with which career education deals. This list was
taken fran Career Education Resource Guide, Dr. James E. Bottems, ed..

1. People have many kinds of careers.
2. Every occupation contributes to society.
3. Every individual can have a meaningful, rewarding career.
4. Careers require different knowledge, abilities, attitudes.
5. Every person is an individual, with different abilities, interests,

needs, values.
6. A person's best career direction develops over a lc np period of time.
7. Every individual develops a personal "style", which he can fulfill

in a career with a simdlar "style".
8. People pursue careers for many reasons.
9. A person may be suited for several different careers.
10. Careers can be Frouped in various ways into "families", requiring

similar abilities and providing similarremards.
11. Every career requires some special preparatien.
12. Career preparation mat follow a plan.
13. The choice of a career usually involves a ccapromise between great-

er and lesser needs.
14. Work experience facilitates career decision-making.
15. People change, and sometimes careers change, as they fro through life.
16. Changes and conditions in the world affect careers.
17. People must adapt as the world changes.
18. Different occupations are interrelated in many ways.
19. Any career area has different levels of responsibility.
20. A person's relationships with other people, with his employer, and

with society affect his own career as well as the careers of others.
21. Aworker must understand, not only his job, but also his employer's

rules, regulations, policies, and procedures.
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Putting a student in a role-playing situation 02an be threatening to the student, and
the instructor should use caution and sensitivity when using it. Here is a list of
do's and don'ts:

Do's: Encourage the students to try the role-playing situation, and look for
faces that are .saying no, but meaning "I really want to try."
Create roles that students can identify with.
Instructors hould be ready to take either role at any given time if,volun-
teers don't come forward. Often, instructors must be involved in the first
role-playing. This will stimulate the interest of students, and give them
encouragement to try a role.
At the completion of eadh role-playing, or at a significant point when a
break would be appropriate, ask students for comments and observations on
what has taken place.

Don't's: Never force a student to take a role. Remember, they are learning vicar-
iously by watching classmates role-play. Don't become impatient or cancel
the lessons if volunteers don't come forward immediately. Jump into the
role yourself, and review the lesson afterclass to see if material was
appropriate.
Don't intentionally involve students who may be emotionally unstable.
Naturally, if they volunteer, don't reject them; the opportunity to parti-
cipate may be therapeutic.

Role-playing can be great fun. Instructors may get "butterflies" before trying it.
Share the feeling with students and assure them that this is normal.

Author: Robert Pasco
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dintr uct Unit #1 for Career Education in 9th Grade

P2PPtEPP.
TW.Werson is an individual, with different abilities, interests, needs, values.
Careers involve different knowledge, abilities, attitudes.

Performance Objective
The student will be male to pr -nt significant obseeNetiens about his own interests,
and to relate these observati to possible choices of careers.

Lesson Capsule
guggestions for implimmtaticn: it is reccmmended that teachers usinr this unit
enlist the aid of one or two guidance counselors. A guidance counselor may intro
duce the material if the teschetteishes. When students begin to cede their lists,
the class should divide into two or three groups so that instructors can give indi-
vidual attention to coding, and later discussion of possible occupation areas.

Care should be taken by instructors not to give any reenforcement to the idea of
discovering "the right oocupation" for any individual student. The issue should
go no deeper than general cecupational areas.

The following question are suggested for group response to each student's list:
Would you share with the group what your top three interests are? Are any of the
top three coded the same? Does the group see ways that the top interests are simi-
lar? Are there other interests in the group that have =eon coding? What values
does the group think might be most important to this student? Does the group see
any patterns en this student's interests that might give him a clue to a career
area possibility? Any areas that he should avoid?

MEM? =GS YOU LOVE TO DO

PURPOSE
An important question to ask in the search for values is, "Am I really getting what
I want out of life?" A person who simply settles for whatever comes his way, rather
than pursuing his nwn goals, is probably not living a life based upon his own freely
chosen values. He usually ends up by feeling that his life is not very meaningful
or satisfying. However, before we can go about building the good life, we must
know what it is we value and want. This activity helps students examine their most
prized and cherished activities.

PROCEDURE
The teacher passes out paper and asks the students to write the numbers from 1 to
20 down the middle of the sheet. He then says, "And now will you please rake a
list of 20 things in life that you love to do."

To encourage the students to start filling out their lists, he might add, "They
can be big things in life or little things." He may offer an example or two of his
own. Or he might suggest, "You might think in terms of the seasons of the year fnr
things you love to do."

The teacher also draws up his own list of twenty items, and as he reaches the
end of his list, he eight tell his students that it is perfectly all right if they
have more than 20 itdms, or fewer than 20 items on their lists.

?Ilan the lists are done, the teacher tells the students to use the left-hand side
of their papers to code their lists in the follmingranner:

1. A dollar sign ($) is to be placed beside any item which costs mere than $3
each time it is done. (The amount could vary, depending on the group.)

2. The letter A is to be placed beside those items the student really prefers to
do alone; the letter P next to those activities he pmfete to do with other
people; and the letters A-P next to activities which he enjoys doing equally



alone or with other people.
3. The letters PL are to be placed beside those its which require plannine.
4. The coding N5 is to be placed next to those .tents which would not have been

listed five years aro.

5. The numbers 1 throurh 5 are to be placed beside the five most important items.
The best loved activity should be nunbered 1, the second best, 2, and so on.

6. The student is to indicate next to each activity when (day, date) it was last
engaged in.

TO THE TEACHER
TgriGafigi64n be repeated several times throuehout a year. It is a good idea to
savo the lists and corpare than over a period of time.

Any more than five or six codings at one sitting generally overloads the circuits.
The teacher might see ways of main, additional use of the lists. For example,

he might ask his students to describe on paper or orally to a partner how they like
to do the item they marked with the number 1. The student wculd tell with whore at
what time, under what circumstances, he like to enrape in the chosen activity.

Or the teacher might ask the student to choose one of the items on his list and
then list privately, or discuss with a partner, five advantages, pleasures, gains,
benefits, or satisfeetions he gets fern that activity.

A student might volunteer to write his list on the board, with the option to mit
any items he'd rather not share. The teacher gives him a Public Interview based on
his list.

I learned Statements (Strategy Number 15) are an excellent follow-up to this
strategy.

ADDITIONAL SUGGESTIONS for lesson on 2nd or 3rd da
e teams A naght want to a ements to the coding system suggested

above. Mere are some more sugrestions that the teacher may use or adapt:
1. Use the letter R for these things on your list which have an element of risk

to them. It can he physical risk, emotional risk, or intellectual risk.
2. Put an I next lo any item which involves INTEMACY.
3. Put the letters IQ next to any item which you think you would enjoy more if

you were smarter'.
4. Place the letter U next to any item you have listed that you think other

people would tend to :ludee as UNCONVENTIONAL.
5. Use the code letters MT for items which you think you will wnat to devote

increasingly MORE TIME to in the years to cane.
6. Put an MI by any of your items which you would net be able to do if you

moved 1,000 MILES south ?rem where you now live.
7. Choose three items which you want to become really BlaleR at doing. Put

the letter B next to these items.
8. write the letter F next to those items which you think will not appear on

your list S years from new.

Same information for this unit was taken from:
Sidney B. Simon, Leland W. Howe, and Howard Kirsohenbaum, Values Clarification,
(New York, 1972), p. 30-34.

Author: Robert Pasco
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Introdu Unit 02 for ,education or 9th Grade

can be grouped in various ways into "families", requiring similar abilities
and providing similar rewards.
Every person is an individual, with different abilities, interests, needs, values.

Performance Ob active
e en le to present significant observations about his values as

they relate to career areas after taking the Hall Occupational Orientation Inventory.

Materials
MaPational Orientation Inventory

Lesson Capsule
teaaler will administer the Hall Occupational Orientation Inventory.

On the second day of the unit, it is suggested that the teacher enlist the aid of
guidance counselors (one, or preferably two) . The class will be divided into Prowls
and students will e,ch he 7iven an opportunity to present to the class those scales
that he had stanini scores of 7 through 9 and 1 through 3. The group will discuss
with hl types of lobs that rirht match the particular value system. They might
try their valuation in tom of the six job categories: realistic, investiga-
tive, artistic, social, enterprising, Cflumtional .

In a follow-up session the instructor should explain that careers can be grouped
in families requiring similar abilities and prcvidire reildnia. For example,
someone who is high in *People Orientation" rdr'ht not have Mc technical aptiwan
to be a psychologist, but could fulfill the same needs by being a social worker or
a day-care worker. The groups should then reform and discuss varieties of careers
within a given set of values.

Author: Robert Pasco

iatnfl Situations 9th Gracie

Tie lee
ThCojcis

°lee of a career usually involves a compromise between greater and lesser
needs.
A person's relationship with other pecple, with his employer, and with society af-
fects his own career as well as the careers of others.

Performance Ob ective
stu ent an e instructor will be able to perform for the class a role-plavin7

situation depicting a conflict arising fram a career lifestyle. Through this the
students will be able to present observations as to what values are important to
the career areas depicted.

Materials
TREirdOds with roles defined on them

Lesson
77-fitiFi-61V5Iateers will be asked to pick an index card from pile A and pile B.
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They will read the situation presented on each card. They will rve the seats in
the front of the class, and assume the roles indicated.

Several examples are included in this unit. Feel free to tnnsfer these situations
to index cards, and to create situations of your own. If the class members respond
favorably, ask them to prepare cards that describe conflict situations involving
careers.

Be sure to discuss the results of eadh rolerplaying situation with the class. See
if the class can come up with alternative solutions to the conflicts. Also, be sure
to explore the various values dealt with in these conflict situations.

Note: refer to unit 6 for Literary Explorstions II 233 for further involvement in
values and on-the-job confl! *s.

Below are sample conflict situations:
A

Sum Salesman is mgking a good salary, and
spends many hours, including evenins, on
the job. He doesn't particularly like his
work, but feels the money he is making is
the important issue

Theresa Teacher has been working in the
local elementary school for three years.
She likes her work and wants to continue,
although she has a three year old daugh-
ter, and will have another child in the
early summer.

Barry Broker works with people's invest-
ments in a small city in Vermont. He has
done well in the firm, and has a. home in
the mountains where he hikes and skis.

B
Sally Salesman complans to her husband
that he is never home. They have two
children, and live in the suburbs of a
large city. Sally was brought up in Ver-
mont and wants to return to the "ood
country."

Tom Teacher is a high school principal,
Ind is proud of his rosition in the com-
Munity He feels thattis wife should
stay home with the Child "Where she be-
longs." He feels his salary is sufficient
to meet their needs.

Barry's br%ss calls Barry into his office
to offer him a big prorrotion, to work at
the company's headquarters in Mew York:
City at twice the salary.

Author: Robert Pasco

411111...m.

Res2apse "'fit
Ad 9th Grade

;01nrpt
7 for a job, the wpro. Llic local newspapter can be the place to start,

and understanding use: them is a must.

many want ..mot prospective employee to phone in and many want you to write and

apply fmr the lob.

Knowing how to write a business letter to apply for ati..,b is a necessary prerequisite.

Puttinc the correct trakaviaticm in your Uttar reapplirmtion answers the primary

quest jos r,C bv; I trk.)6pOrvt Vfl 4-Inn:toyer
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Performance Ob active
even a newspaper want ad section to study, a list of sample want ads, a correct

business letter form, and a sample letter of applicationthe student will write a
business letter applying for a position from the sample want ad list, using correct
business letter form and including all necessary information such as the followinss
job title, age, health, etc., education, experience, references, and interview re-
quest, so that the letter can be critiqued by two other students and the teacher.

Materials
Newspaper want ads, (vilest papers will send complimentary narers for at least a day
for a class), memorsaphed sample business letter, sample letter of application, and
sample list of want ads.

Lesson eule
s esson by lc ttins the students browse through the want ads of the Bure

Free Press or New York Times. Make sure they know in whet section cif f-Tge
paper o L want=IrigFecessary toexplain their use, or better yet,
let the students explain their use and value. They will probably note that two
kinds of want ads exist: the write in for the jab, and the phone in for the job.
At this peint you meet wish to discuss the merits of both kinds.

Men they have completed this exorcise, then you will need to pass out the sample
want ads and explain that they will be writing a correct business letter of Alva.
cation for one of these ads. Perhans some students will have already studied busi-
ness letter form; if so, ask them the difference 1)etween a friendly and a business
letter. In this lesson, you will find a sample letter of application and a sample
of correct business letter form. Discuss with the otudents the correct format of
the business letter and any merits they can fieurc out for its form.

From the sample letter of aplication, vou can point out the 6 requisites needed
within such a letter to prevecle the necessary informatien for the prospective emplev-

1. job title - It is important to mention tle- want ed and the title for which you
are applyins, do not say, "I'll take enythine".

2. are, health, etc. - Add anv characteristics which you feel to be important for
the job you ,!sire, such as are, health, special intersts which pere
tein to the leb.

3. education - Be sure and pert .7n your farthest level of education and particular-
ly any courses you have taken which would help you in the job.

S. experience -If you have had previous experience r. the job field or related fields,
say so; otherwise, do noc bluff.

S. references- Be surd.) and list the names and addresses of two references. Make
certain that you have checked out their permission before hand to
use their names. Mink about teachers, ceunselors, old family
friends for references, and do not use someone your own are, please!

interview - Make sure and rive your phone number.
request

After discussing the eecessary information needed in a letter of application, the
students can begin writing their own letter. Rememher, also, to discuss the imprre
since nf neatness, legibility, use of ink, clean paper, and any other important
points to letter writing that you or your students cen think of, benre they Wein.

Te terminate this lesson, have each student examine twe other letters and critique
them by writing comments; you can than add your comments berth con and pro.



List of .Sample Want Ads
Way needed..

Hard working, dependable,
for weekends only
Mr. Jason Clark-manager
Grand Union Supermarket
Pearl Street
Essex Junction, Vermont

Mother's Helper for afternoms,
3-6:00, small. Children to care fcir
must be responsible, kind
MS. Susan Kelpatrick
P.O. Box 335
Colchester, Vermont

Part time help needed for weekends,
McDonalds, behind the counter work
selling, male or female, write to
apply for an interview
Manager
McDonalds
Shelburne Road
Burlington, Vermont

Business Letter Form

6

(as Station Attendant for evenings,
4:30-10:00, Prior knowledge of rotors
necessary, must be hard working, clean
up duties, write
!tr. Lopez Jones
Shell Station
Four Corners
Essex Junction, Vermont

Typist and Receptinniot fnr Dentist,
Must type 50 wins
Apply: Dr. Wild, LOS

P.O. Box 451
ESSCM tAttleti CX I Vermont

Your street address
City, State, Zip Code headinp
Date

Name of person (if given)
Name of firm (if given)
Street. Address
City, State, Zip Code

Dear Mx: (if you know his name)
or

Dear Sir: (use this greeting if you do not know the name of the
person who will be reading this letter)

paragraph

parepraph

closing,

your signature

Inside
Address

GreetinP

11.2:12.

of
"fetter
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Sample Letter of Application

33 Green Street
Essex Junction, Vermont
January 14, 1973

Mr. Jack Sykes
P. 0. Bcoc us
Burlington, Vermont 05401

Dear Mr. Sykes:

I am applying for the position of part time garden helper that you had
advertised in the Burlington Free Press. As a 16 year old student, I am sure
that I would have enough energy and strength fay the job, and I am most in-
terested in gardening as that is my hobby. As a sophomore at Essex Jbnction
High School, I am majoring in agricultural courses. Although I have had no
previous experience as a hired gardner, I have kept my family's garden and
lawn in good shape; and I want the opportunity to become even better at it.

Two people have plven me their permission to use their names as references.
Miss Betsy Malcolm
96 Nest Wind Lane
Essex Junction, Vermont

Mr. Mike Crandell
in Sudbury Drive
Burlington, Vermont

May I have an interview with you at your convenience? My phone number
is 864-1154.

Sincerely,

Terry Marshall

Author: Martha Malcolm

Job Application Form 7xercise 9th made

Concepts
It is necessary to be able to fill out a job application form with the correct in-
formation and in the proper way.

Performance Objective
Jeven a 3 app a cateon form of general comprehensive scope the student will fill
it cut--so that the teacher and one other student can judge it on correctness of
information, and neatness.

Materials
rack sfildent should be given a minimum of one Sample Job Application Form, they
will also need a pen or pencil.
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Lesson Capsule
It is necessary in this lesson to stress the importance of correctly filling out a
job application form. Have the students figure out what important points must be
remembered when fillinF out any lob application form; example, accurate informa-
tion, neatness, using "none" if the question on the application does not apply to
you It is also a must to point out. tc.) )*043 students the reasons for the above;
many times, a job application is the first content an employer has with you-his
prospectivu PrOoyee. Why then is a neat and accuraee application so important?
Let the class figure that out!

Once your students have neatly completed the application form, then LA 1.1 t them
and distribute to another student -not necessarily a close friend. The "Stucede
Interviewer" observing the application is to judge it on the basis as an employer
would and is to write his comments or first impressions under "Interviewers Comments"
about neatness, correctiness of information on the application, suitability of
applicant for the jab he/she has chosen, etc. Discuss with your students the points
they should look for in observing and critiquing these applications before you pass
them back. You can make a list on the board of their surgcstions before they begin.
Then before taking them up to critique them yourself, discuss common weak points
found by the "Student Interviewers" as they were studying the application.

refer to the unit Craft of 4riting 235 for sample job application form.

Author: Martha Malcolm

The Interview 9th Grade

Conte ts
s require different knowledge, abilities, attitudes.

Every person is an idividual, with different abilities, interests, needs, values.
Very career requires some special preparation.

Performance Ob actives
The student we be able to demonstratu an understanding of the many aspects of a
successful job interview.

Materials
Research books on occupations
Newspaper want ads

Lesson Capsule
!n the course of your discussions about job preference and preparation, suggest to
the class that their preferences and years of preparation will be for nought if
they can't convince an employer to hire them.

Have the class then imagine what a :;ob applicant can brine to the interview to in-
crease the chance of beine nired. Below is a list of possibilities:

a. tie, jacket, / dress
b. no extremes in clothes style

c. polished shoes
d. proceed hair
e. proper language - avoid using slang

f. ability to answer questions direct ;y
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g. confidence
h. knowledge of your own background.
Prepare a checklist ef these qualities for class use.

Next, ask the students to pair off. Each student is to choose a career and a spe-
cific lob he or she would like tc engage in. Have each student write a description
of the lob desired, including salary range, educational reouirements, fringe bene-
fits, job responsibilities. In addition, have each student write a want ad for the
job desired.

Have students in each pair exchange information. Using their partner's prepared
descriptions, each student will in turn become the personnel officer interviewing
the applicant. During the interview, the interviewer's job is to evaluate the apli-
cant, and the applicant's job is to convince the interviewer to hire the applicant.
Have the personnel officer use the class prepared checklist at this time. If the
students are willing, the interviews might be done while the rest of the class ob-
serves. If so, be sure to put the want ad on the board.

At the conclusion of the interview the personnel officer and the class should decide
whether or not to hire the applicant. In both cases these decisions must be accom-
panied by constructive criticism.

Author: Edward Comely

Library Skills and a Career Booklet 9th Grade

Concepts
Careers require different knowledge, abilities, attitudes.
Every career requires some special preparation.

Performance Ob eptive
The student wa demonstrate knowledge of a specific career through the employment
of library skills,

Materials
Dditoed copies of career - cluster list
map of. library
list of library resources
booklets of instruction on use of the periodical Guide to Literature.

Lesson Capsule
Sn order to give the student an idea of the
reer cluster list should be distributed and
of these careers, ask the student to choose
nore about.

wide range of care ,copies of the ca-
discussed. After informal discussion
one career he/she would like to learn

Teen, through teacher-led classroom discussion, it should be decided what informa-
tion it is desireable to obtain in this investigation. The students right decide

upon aspects similar to these:
1. Educational preparation

a. cost
b. places for prep.
c. years of preparation
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2. Job opportunities
a. present
b. projected
c. influence of location

3. Personal ties suited for career
4. Lifestyle career forces upon individual

They might also:
1. Write a series of paragraphs about

a. why people work
b. why are you interested in the job you have chosen?
c. what skills are needed for the job and how are they used?
d. what rewards are associated with the occupation?

(self-respect; getting to know people; inoame; challenges)
2. Include magazine and newspaper articles and want ads pertaining to the lob

selection.
3. Include own drawings and cartoons related to the job. Make the notebook

cover interesting and attractive.
4. Include pictures of goods produced by a person in the chosen profession, or

scenes showing services being rendered.
5. List of books and nagazines read.

The students should be given a tour of the library, should be instructdd on library
procedures, should be instructed in the use of the card catelogs, and should be given
a tour of the career education resource center in the guidance office.

The students should be given class time to do their research. When the research is
completed, they should return to the classreerawhere class time should be devoted to
the writing of these career notebooks.

When the notebooks are completed, class time might be given to displaying all the
notebooks and browsing through them.

Author: Edward Ccrnely

Wheel of Fortune 9th Grade

Concepts
A person's best career direction develops over a long period of time.
Dewy individual develops a personal "style" which he can fulfill in a career with
a similar "style".
Every career requires some special preparation.
Career preparation must follow a plan.
Changes and conditions in the world affect careers.
People must adapt as the world changes.
A person's relationships with other people, with his employer, and with society
affect his own career as well as the careers of others.

Performance Objective
The student will be able to describe a broad range of eventualities that can affect
careers and career planning.

Materials
Ike&rence books, related readings, materials for creating a "Wheel of fortune"



Lesson Capsule
inftiate class exploration of the interrelatedness of school, career, and life plan-
ning. Divide the class into groups. Ask each group to develop a profile of an ima-
ginary typical junior high student. Profiles should include the following:
Background information about student's hare environment values, attitudes, interests,
problem areas
Physical description ofthe student.
Description for list) of student's interests (home and school), activities, per-
sonality, skills, abilities, goals(present and future), problems.

Have the groups trade profiles. Each group will study the profile of the "new" in-
dividual and then plan his cenic'r year in high school. What courses might he or she
take? What activities will he engage in? What kind of part-time job might he hold?
How might he balance his time between study, hobbies, school, etc.? What conflicts
with parents or other authority figures might be encounter?

Have the groups trade profiles and school plans again. This time, have each group
develop a plan for their "new" individual's life for the year after graduating fram
high school. Will he or she go on to college, trade school, military service, a
job? Will he marry, remain single, live with someone, join.a commune? Hew will
these choices affect his life-style? Students might draw up a schedule showing their
imaginary character's activities during a week.

After all the profiles have been completed, discuss them with the class. Ask each
group to explain what they had in mind for their original student's future when
they developed the profile. Compare and contrast the initial ideas and the results.

Have students help you create a "wheel of fortune" on which events that might change
a person's life-style and career are recorded. For example: Both parents are kill&
during the student's senior year an unplanned pregnancy occurs; the high school
graduate is offered a lob in a distant state; the person develops a chronic illness
or irreversthle handicap that disqualifies him for his chosen career; the person's
chosen career becomes obsolete. Encourage students to list factors having to do
with age, health, additional training, past job experience, climate.

Have students exchange the prefiles once again. Each group is to spin the wheel of
fortune and analyze how the event would affect their character's life-style, atti-
tudes, personality, goals. Then students are to develop two or three alternative
plans for their imaginary character to consider. Have each rroup explain the plans
to the class and tell how each plan would enable the individual to go on leading a
productive, rewarding life. Allow the class to decide which alternative is most
realistic.

Students might;. also discuss ways in which the imaginary individuals could have
changed their earlier plans in order to prepare for unpredictable events in the future.

Observations
This type of` activity leads easily into students' developing descriptions of their
own present life-styles and projections about their futures. At this level, students
should be encouraged to project a variety of tentative plans for high school and
after realizing that these projections are open to change and that they are useful
now only as tools to help them identify ideas and plans that need deeper exploration.

Credit: Dr. James E. Bottoms, ed. Career rducati.on Resource (aide (U.SeA., 1972),
pp. 124-26.
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The Me Nobody Knows 9th Grade

C4 is
person is an indvidual, with different abilities, interests, needs, values.

A person's best career direction develops over a long period of time.
Every individual develops a personal "style", which he can fulfill in a career with
a similar "style."
person may be suited for several different careers.

The choice of a career usually involves a cemprenise between greater and lesser needs.

Performance Objective
fide student will be able to present significant observations about his own persen-
ality and life-style and to relate these observations to possible choices of career
and leisure-time activities.

Materials
Cameras, film, scrapbooks, cardboard boxes, scrap magazines, and newspapers.

Lesson Capsule
to initiate this self- exploration activity, write on the chalkboard, 'Vine tenths of
an iceberg is underwete, hidden from view. How much de others know about you? How
much is hidden from view?"

Direct students to pair off with classmates they feel they know fairo.y. well. Each
person is to jot down notes about what the other is like - his interests, activities,
hobbies, likes, dislikes, talents, abilities, skills, stronr personality traits, and
anything else that might help an imaginary person "s=et v'ee feel" of what the person
is like. At the end of the list, the student is to predict the career his partner
night be likely to choose.

After students exchange notes and discuss them, call for several volunteer pairs to
describe their experiment to the class. In what ways did their partner "hit the nail
on the Head"? What kinds of things were hidden from view? What new things did the
partners discover about one another? How did they feel about having another person
look at them closely?

Present the idea that many people never really take a pfd lock at themselves, much
less anyone else. They are either too busy or feel that self-analysis is a waste
of time. Perhaps they are afraid that they will not like what they see. Ask stu-
dents how they feel about self-analysis. In what ways right periodic self-evalua-
tions be useful? Could self-exploration help them to achieve more at school and at
home, to make new or deeper friendships, to plan for a career? In what ways?

Suggest that each student devise a way of checking himself out. Encourage students
to be as inventive and "far out" as possible. For example, students mic'ht create a
"Me Box" by covering a large cardboard cube with pictures, sketches, and slogans cut
from magazines that represent some significant aspects of their personality, daily
activities, and general life-style. Suggest that they reserve one face of the cube
for "prediction" pictures-pictures of possible future careers and leisure-time acti-
vities.

Or you might propose that students record their activities, hobbies, friendships,
pets, thoughts, feelings, etc., by taking snapshots of themselves in and out of
school. They might also take or collect pictures of possible future careers and
leisure-time activities that interest them. The snapshots right be arranged in an
annotated scrapbook titled "The Me Nobody Knows" or a similarly catchy name.
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Other students might like to keep a log or diary of this activities, thoughts, and
feelings for a week. They might elaborete the log by drawing cartoons or writing
poems, limericks, or narratives.

When these projects have been campleted, you might break the class into small mews
to share the results. Encourage students to discuss what they have learned about
themselves anl hew their personality and life-style influenced their choice of future
careers and leisure- .time activities. After each student has presented his self- .eval-
uation suggest that the group provide some feed back. What did the individual reveal
about himself that the class had not known before? Is the individual being honest
with himself? Does he "put himself down," or "build himself up"? What alternative
careers or leisure-time activities might the individual consider that seem to be
related to his personality and life-style. What parts of each project did the class
feel were especially well done?

Observations
SFIEFIFFEEffs, especially those who chose to write aeries or logs, may prefer to
keep their projects confidential. They should be allowed to do so. Mower, ask
thee: to loin the Sharing groups and to explain how they approached the project, what
they discovered about themselves, their career ideas, etc. Invite them to road aloud'
sections they would like to share, quietly "selecting out" more personal items.

Credit: Dr. James E. Bottoms, ed. Career Education Resource Guide (U.S.A., 1972),
pp. 111-2.

PHASE ELECTIVE SEMESTER COURSES
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Cone_ pts

People many kinds of careers.
Careers require different knowledge, abilities, attitudes.
Every person is an individual, with different abilities, interests, needs, values.
Every individual develops a personal "style" , which he can fulfill in a career with
a similar "style."
A person may be suited for several different careers.

Performance Ob ctiv
e s en we le to identify some of his or her personal traits and ideals

and relate themto his or her career prospects.

Materials
Construction paper, other construction materials, paints, glue cutting tools.

Lesson Capsule
On a basic level, introduce the students to the idea of language being en organized
system of symbols. For instance, the word "desk" means nothing unlIss it is related
to the shape, size, and function of what we normally consider to be a desk. Point
out to the students that unless accurecy is maintained in the use of flese symbols
communication and learning break down.
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Next, lead the students to a discussion of the media, whose job it is to ccerunicate
ideas and information. Ask students to study TV commercials, radio commercials,
newspaper and magazine ads. Ask them to identify the use of symbols in these ads.
For instance, the recent Camel cigarette ad which asks the viewer to identify the
camel smoker is an easy one to start with. Or, refer to any of the obvious automobile
ads on TV. Ask the students to decide what symbols are supposed to represent. This
activity can be extended until all students are sensitive to the use of symbols.

Once this sensitivity is accomplished, ask for a definition of "coat -of- arms." Point
out that symbols in this case represent human qualities, sucin as boldness or strength
or generosity or steadfastness. Discuss some of the typical symbols and what they
represent for a family or individual. Explore the motive behind creating a coat-of-
arms. For instance, to intimidate rivals.

Suggest that each member of the class choose some symbols that accurately represent
his or her personal qualities or ideals. You might offer a sample coat -of -arms and
indicate how it represents the individual's-personal mantles.

Using construction paper, photographs, wood, plastic, metal, or other materials, ask
each student to construct his or her own coat-of earms. The finished product can re-
semble a formal coat-of-arms, or could be a collage or mobile. In any event, have
the students form small groups, and have each student explain what the symbols re-
present. The other group members should feel free to offer constructive suggestions
to improve the symbolic value of the coat-of-arms.

After each student has presented his coat-of-arms, ask the groups to relate the in-
dividual's qualities and ideals to the qualities necessary for success in varioue
careers. The individual under consideration should take a part in these career sup-
eestions.

As a culminating activity, bring the class back together and ask them to try and de-
cide on some basic qualities necessary for success in most careers. Consciously try
to rely on traits that often appear in the various coats-of-arms. Also, choose a
particular quality that appears in the prepared coats -of -arms, and ask the students
to list a number of jobs the personal quality is compatible with. For instance, the
personal quality of enjoying helpine others: nurse, policeman, hygenist, secretary,
grocer, salesclerk.

Sore information in this unit was taken from Dr. James E. Bottoms, ed., Career
Education Pesource Guide (U.S.A., 1972), pp. 184.

Author: Edward Comely

Chain of Command

Conce ts
era can be trouped in various ways into "families" requiring similar abilities

and providing similar rewards.
People change, and sometimes change careers, as they go through life.
Any career area has different levels of responsibility.
A worker must understand not only his job but also his employer's rules, regulations,
policies, and procedures.

Vocanal English 112
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Performance Objective
The student will be able to describe the operational structure of typical organization:

Materials
Reference materials on occupations and organizational structure graphic supplies.

Lesson Capsule
eat ---f-itudents explore the similarities and differences in the structural,

f-oommand frameworks of various institutions and establishments. Invite sup-
. gestions about possible topics. Encourage students to think not only about their

personal career interest areas and /or local establishments, but also about topics
that might tie into their work in English classes.

For example: Education Compare the organizational framework of British and
American educational systems.

English and Compare the job hierarchy of an advertising agency with
Art that of a movie production company.

Depending on student interests, previous experience, available resources, and time,
students might work independently or in small groups on a number of topics of gen-
eral interest. The following procedural outline might be presented to the class
with the suggestion that students help modify it to fit their needs.

Collect pictures, words, phrases cut fran magazines and newspapers and develop a
montage representing the tepid under investigation. The results should give viewers
a quick overview of products or services produced and the range of occupations in-
volved in the area of study.

Develop a "chain of command" chart. Encouram students to experiment with their
topic areas and to devise other kinds of graphic designs (perhaps overlapine circles
or a mobile) to depict the interrelatedness and "status" of occupations within their
topic area.

Create capsule descriptions of each occupation within the hierardhv. What are the
duties and responsibilities of each job? What education, training, skills, innate
abilities, personal traits are required? What kind of pressures and satisfactions
are inherent in each position? What are the salary ranges? What are the require-
ments for promotion?

Visit an organization similar to the one beine studied. Arran re for students to
observe and, if possible, work with different employees at all levels of the hierer-
dhy.

In a wrap-up discussion session, compare and cantrast the diffarnt "chain of command"
dharts. Note that companies and institutions periodically review their own structure
and try to make dhanges that will improve efficiency of cornunicatien, cut costs,
and make the best use of employees. Invite students to suggest modifications that
might achieve one or mere of these goals.

Dr. James E. Bottoms, ed., Career Education Resource Guide (U.S.A., 1972), p.215-217.
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Exploding Stereotypes Contemeerery Concerns 122 Lesson #1

;101211occupation contributes to society.
Every individual can have a meanimfUl, rewardinr career.
People pursue careers for many reasons.
The choice of a career usually involves a =promise between greater and lesserneeds.
A person's relationships with other people, with his employer, and with society
affect his own career as well as the careers ofothers.

Performance cab' ective
s ent way le to evaluate an occupation in terms of its actual centribu-

tion to society rather than its prestige stereotype.

Materials
Local Pages; newspaper erployment ads; job listings fra employment aeencies;
filing cards.

Lesson C

HaTiitediEti-collect and scan local employment ads and the Yellow Pages and develop
a list of occupations representing widely varying aspects of community life. librk

with students to group the occupations into categories. One simple grouping might
be blue-collar workers and white-collar workers. Should students prefer other cate-
gories (perhaps professional, paraprofessional, skilled, semiskilled, unskilled).
Invite them to help you adapt this activity appropriately.

After students categorize the listed occupations, have them work independently or in
small groups to make a job card for each occupation. Cards should contain the job
title and a brief description of the work. Students might use a color code to iden-
tify job categories.

In eroup discussions, decide where to place each job on a rating scale indicating
prestige or status. Develop the scale visually on a wall or bulletin brerd,*attadh-
ing job cards as students direct. Should students disarree on placement, make dupli-
cate cards and post in two for more) points.

Evaluate the resulting chart. Are any points on the scale dominated by one category
of jobs? How many occupations have more than one position on the scale? Do the
scale positions reflect factors, other than prestige (education, income, location
of work indoors as opposed to outdoors, etc.)? If the occupations chosen do seem
iMbalanced toward status or lack of it, what does this show? Is there, among class
members, a lack of familiarity with prestige vocations? Might perceptions of these
jobs be conditioned by misinformation?

Ask students to research, as thoroughly as possible, one or more of the occupatiors
that do not appeal to them. Surgest that they first identify personal factors and
job characteristics that cc bine to evoke "turn off" feelings about the occupation.
Then have them identify as many positive, rewarding, constructive aspects of the
job as possible in an attempt to "explode stereotypes" existing about the occupation.
Students might write or interview workers in the occupation they explore fir more
specific, personal, "human" data.

As students present the results of their research, have the class reevaluate the
position of each job on the rating scale and move any that now seem inappropriately
placed. In some cases, does familiarity breed respect rather than contempt?



Observations
Is aft possiBle that your class ney discover some jobs that remain in, =MOB down
into, the low range of the prestige rating scale. This provides an excellent oppore-
tunity to discuss questions such as these:

Does having a low-prestige job mean that the individual lacks ability? educa-
tion? intelligence? drive? motivation?

Does heading a low-prestige job mean that the individual is not contributing to
society? not supporting a family properly? not being a good citizen?

Help students explore their own experiences and examples in literature, movies, and
television programs to discover evidence that job status seldom reflects the worthi-
ness of persons holding the job.'

Credit: D. James E. Bottoms, ed. Career Education Resource Guide (U.S.A., 1972),
p. 153-4.
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Cnnce is
e eve many kinds of careers.

Every occupation contributes to society.
Different occupations are interrelated in many. ways.

Contemporary Concerns 122 Lesson #2

Performance Objective

le to list Jcb opportunities for a, person living in Chittenden
County and will code them according to abundance and availability.

materials
377cards used in Lesson I
phone book, Burlington Free Press, commercial directories.

Lesson Capsule
Using phone directories, the neenpaper and their own knowledge of their surrounding
communeties, have students outline major businesses in Chittenden County. They
should also include various service occupations that are found in every community.

Once the industries, =manilas and professionals have been listed, students should
determine as closely as possible the job opportunities offered by each. They should
contact the major industries (IBM, I.E., Vt. Furniture) to determine those positions
if it is not immediately obvious and should list jobs flit= executive to maintenance
level.

Students should then use this data to reassemble their first bulletin board, arrang
ing their job cards according to availability in Chittenden County. The physical
arrangement should inmediately point out those most abundant in this area.

A class discussion should follow aimed at pointing out which jobs are most available
in our area. It will become obvious that lust because there is a frequency of a cer-
tain job that it does not automatically mean that jobs of that type are readily
available. Are any jobs available because of negative connotations they have? Do
most have special skills or education requirements? This is an opportunity for the
teacher to reinforce the previous unit on stereotypes.

Author: Mary Lynn Riggs



Financial Facts of Life 2CaVampay,Ssigiam122 Lesson 03

Individual can have a meaningful, rewarding career.
Every keersal is an idividual, with different abilities, interests, needs, values.
Nary Individual develops a personal "style," which he cPn fulfill in a career with
a similar "style".
People pursue careers for many reasons.
Apemen may be suited for several different careers.
Every career requires some special preparation.
The choice of a career usually involves a cimpromise between greater and lesser needs.

18

is to evaluate several potential career choices in terms of
the standard of living he or she would like to attain.

dials
Nilerence books, career kits, audiovisual materials.

Lesson Capsule
Have students mentally project themselves ten or fifteen years into the future and
write a brief description of what they think their life-style might be. If necessary
write a list of guide words on the beard for consideration. For example:

Married or single
Own or rent home (appartment, trailer)
Children
Furniture
Car
Clothes
Vacation

0

Recreation and entertainment
Insurance
Savinps

when the life-style projections are ccmplete have flach student select four careers
to research in terms of income, location of Work, future employment opportunities
and other conditions that might influence his =OW personal life (education, chances
of promotion, status, and so forth). Two of the occupations should be careers the
student is considering seriously. One should be a related career. One should be a
career the student never has thought about before.

Finally, help the students develop budgets based on their desired life-style and on
each of the careers they investigated. In addition to life-style considerations, stu-
dents should also includk estimates of income and property taxes, utilities, repairs,
office and equipment costs (if in business for themselves), emergency funds, birth-
day and holiday gifts, education costs, job level and income after ten years of ex
perience.

Mhen the budgets are completed, divide the class into small groups of no more than
fiv' students each to compare their ideas of life-styles job markets, budgets, and

prOblems. Also have each group work with individual members who came out with
too much month at the end of his or her money. Guide them in supcesting solutions
(adjusting the budget, mnonlighting, sending the merriage partner out to work, and
so on).
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Observations
'ear many students, budgeting is a meaningless concept. The money they earn and spene

while still living at he does not drastically affect their life-style. By project-

ing into the future and attempting to match careers with life-style peals, students

are able to test the impact of independence and decision-mOding without bearins the

consequences of their actions.

Credit: Dr. James E. Bottoms, ed. Career Education Resource Guide (U.S.A., 1972),

p. 218 -9.

Famous Pec.. l e 123

Canoe
is an individual, with different abilities, interests, needs, values.

Every individual develops a personal "style", which he can fulfill in a career with
a similar "style."
People pursue careers for many reasons.
The choice of a career usually involves a compromise between greater and lesser needs

People change, and sometimes change careers, as they eo through life.

Performance Objective
e s le to evaluate a range of personal qualities in terms of pro-

fessional success.

Materials
INTATITres of: Sugar Ray Robinson

Jackie Robinson
Joan Baez
Florence nightingale
Chief Crazy Horse
Dr. Albert Schweitzer

Lesson Capsule
Whfle reading and discussing the life of a famous person, try to elicit from the
students the physical qualities this famous person possesses that helped him or her

succeed in his or her chosen profession. 7t,y to develop a detailed list of these

qualities, identifying the qualities most crucial to success in that given professirr

next, ask students to describe the personal qualities of that person that helped him

or her succeed; emphasize qualities of character. Develop a list of these personal

qualities.

Consider next the question of success. Wry, for instance, wouldn't Dr. Schweitzer
successfully function as a sincer, even if he had a good voice? Why wouldn't Jackie

Robinson succeed as a bookkeeper, even if he had sufficient math abilities? In

other wards, the careers these people chose agreed with their personal qualities as

well as their physical qualities. The answers to questions like these should make

the student aware that an evaluation of personal qualities is involved in career chn:

and success as much as an evaluation of physical talents is involved.

To further explore the importance of personal qualities, create conflict situations

in which the famous person's liveli:seod is denied him or her because of a physical
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infirmity. For instance: 1. Jackie Robinson loses a hand.
2. Joan Baez gets cancer of the larynx.
3. Sugar Ray Robinson goes blind.

Using the previously prepared list of personal qualities, ask students to suggest
alternative careers this famous person might pursue that are compatible with his or
her personal qualities. Be sure students give reasons to supper their choice of
alternative careers.

Author: Edward Comely

AElz921ALIV.1gaingt ion of Your Career Basic Communications 125

is
ividual can have a meanngful, rewarding career.

Careers require different knawledee, abilities, attitudes.
Careers can be grouped in various ways into "families", requiring similar abilities
and providing similar rewards.

Performance Objective
Given a. cluster concept of job listings, career booklets, and collama materials, the
student will study a career of his/her choosing then create a collage or mobile de-
picting various aspects, opportunities, and responsibilities of the job, and explain
this collage verbally to the rest of the elates as well as hand in a written explaina-
tion which covers the main points of the job such as the fe7lowing: salary, education
training, availability, demand, future, locality, experience, etc.

Materials
Career Cluster Concept List, booklets from guidance, scissors, cardboard, glue, strine
old magazines, colored paper.

Lesson Capsule
In dealing with Basic Communications, this activity involves not only career educatior
in a subtle way, but also deals with comenication through written pictorial, and
verbal roars.

Present the Career Cluster Concept List to each student in mimographed form. Let the
students talk about it end the various fields it lists. Ask if anyone can think of
some additional occupations to add. At this point, you milt wish to discuss in
general how each of the various clusters differ in such aspects as pay, training,
availability, etc. Each student will have some negative or positive feelings tcwards
the various groupings of jobs; and perhaps through the discussion the student can
then narrow a particular cluster down in his or her can mind to decide on one job
field he or she would like to explore.

Next, either the teacher or student should go to guidance and secure the proper ca-
reer phamplets dealing with the job he or she has chosen to study and also secure
any additeonal information either from Guidance, from the library, or from someone
in that particular field.

After obtaining the study material, have the students discuss and c up with im-
eortant points that each one of them must find when reading over the career material.
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These points will more than likely be reiterations of those tequired aspects discuss-

ed, when looking at the cluster concept, such as pay, trnininlY, avai1ability,

tion, demand, future, locality,experience, etc. These suffested points chonlcl be

written on the board as they are verbalized.

The second step is for the students to write out frori their course of study in look-

ing at their individual job choice the information the yfound which answers those

various points raised. Make sure you look over these papers to see if all of those

facets have been answered.

Lastly, the students can then begin a collage (or mobile) expressing those aspects

of the job which they choose to study, and also how they view the job. Eadh part

of the collage should havearneaning which can be explained. This collage will pro-

bably take a few days for them to make and do it well. Upon completionoftte collar%
they must explain it to the rest of the class umbers and discuss these points that

they found in the research of the job. Each part of the collage should be clarified

so as to be understood by all, and if grades are to be given, they should be graded

on the paper that they hand in dealing with the main points that they were to look

for in their research, as well as how, well they covered these points and any addi-

tional feelings about the la in the making and discussion of the collage.

Author: Martha Malcolm

Broadcasting 135

Concepts
Careers require different knowledge, abilities, attitudes,

Every career requires some special preparation.
Any career area has different levels of responsibility.
A worker must understand, not only his job, but also his employer's rules, regula-

tions, policies, and procedinls.

Performance objective
exposed o various camers in broadcasting, students will complete a

career booklet, following the format below for each job they come in contact with.

As pert of the same project, students will complete a similar sheet on their final

exam for the most desirable broadcasting occupation in their estimation.

os t on:
Type of radio station:
Job description:
Qualifications:
Educatinn:
Hours:
Room for advancement:
Salary range of possible):

Consultants
`fancy Stillinger EJEC audiovisual department.
Personnel from various radio stations (This is particularly variable in the brrld-

casting.business, depending on the current job and hours of the individuals involved

Radio people who were particularly helpful In 1972-73 are the following: Bill Huntci

Tom Cheek, John Hill and Val Carter).
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Field Tri
o ocal stations: AM "pop" station (WDy r)

FM station Cd0/11

Materials
dittoed career booklet, consisting ofhierarchy outline and 7 pages of farm noted in
objective.

Activities
firThc semester's intynductcry material the students will be presented with the

hierarchy and typical job breakdown in the average radio station, falling into the
categories of technical, production and sales. At this time a description of the
career project will be given, along with instructions for completion of the

booklet.

2. During the duration of the semester speakers from local radio stations will be
contacted and invited to speak concerning their rbs, either at the school or
during a fielcttrip to their station. The following positions should be covered
by speakers: Manrer newscaster announcer

Salesman sportscaster electrical engineer 6/or technician
Copywriter

Students will listen and ask appropriate questions so as to fill in one pare for
each speaker they have.

3. Fieldtrips should be taken to 2 different radio stations: one small AM station
and one larger one with FM facilities. During the tour students should take note
of various personnel, their activates, working conditions, dress in order to
complete things they were unable to ansunr before in their booklet.

4. At the end of the semester students will assess themselves and the available
broadcasting occupations and hypothetically choose the one most suitable for
them, giving reasons for, their choice.

Author: Mary Lynn Riggs

FiimmakinE 137 Project #J1.,

Conte
require different knowledge, abilities,

EVery career requires some special preparation.
A worker must understand, not only his job, but
Lions, policies, and procedures.

attitudes.

also his employer's rules, regula-

Performance Objective
he student will stay the various aspects of a certain occupation and then make a
film in order to present this occupation to his peers. The film would then be used
in career guidance.

Materials
ETITO-Zhecklist (see activity #3)
cassette tape recorder 1 tape
S-8 camera & film
S-8 projector
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editing equipment
film loop projector for guidance office preferable.

Activities
1. giudent will identify an occupation of interest to hint that he would be willing

to study in depth and to present to other students.
2. Student will choose a person in this occupation and secure permission to inter-

view and then film him in his place of employment. Permission will normally be
necessary from both subject and employer.
Through previous knowledge and that pained in an interview with the subject, the
student will fill out the outline below. This interview should be taped and saved
for later use.

Occupatt6n:
Name of Sullect:
Job Description:
Working conditions:
Qualifications:
Education/training program:
Dress:
Hours:

Salary range (if possible):

4. After talking over career and ideas for film with the teacher, the student will
write a shooting script for the film, being, certain that each aspect of the out-
line is covered through sound, visual or both aspects of the film.

6. Processed film should be edited according to script 6 outline. Soundtrack will
be a combination of commentary and parts from recorded interview.

6. Arrangements will be made to show the finished film to subject and employer, if
interested.

7 Film will be put in guidance office for use in career planning.

Author: Mary Lynn Riggs

Eilmata 137 astall
Conce is

cry occupation contributes to society.
Careers require different knowledge, abilities, attitudes.
Different occupations are interrelated in different ways.

Performance objective
The student wIl fnvestigate one filmmaking career and establish the duties of a
person in that position. He will then view 2 different films and do a detailed
analysis of what that person's role was in making each of the films seen.

Materials
prolector, screen

6 films with varied technique:
documentary: Children Adrift, Contemporary Films
animation: The Apple, Mark IV films
special effects: Catch The Joy, Pyramid films
film with storyline: -The Sand Castle, Pyramid films



montage: Turned On, Pyramid films
miscellaneous: I% Rise S Fall of the Great Lakes: Mark IV Films

Becks: Mork " le: Baker 6 Firesiane
The as Superstar: Gelmis
t{ow To thoot a Pict= Stce s Gaskill

Activities
1711Wiffedent will choose one of the filmnakinfcareers listed below and will write

a detailed description of the job, using library references to supplement the
knowledge gained thus far in the course.

Screenwriter Editor Director Animation Artist
Producer Actor Cameraman Sound Man

2. The student will view six short professional films employinp varied techniques.
He will choose two that he would estimate "his person" to have had an interest-
ing job in making.

3. The student will view the two films he selected a second and perhaps third time,
zeroing in on what "his person" would have done during each part of the film.

4. The student will do a written analysis of the part of a certain person in both
films. He will compare and contrast the things to be done in each film and the
job that was done. He should be certain to call "his person" by name in each filD
analysis (note credits).

21+

Author: Mary Lynn Riggs

Independent Study 152

Concepts and Rationalization
Tndepencent Study allows the student freedam to pursue, with some limitation, his

y. High school students taking this course, as many other students,
are often unsure of what career they wish to pursue after graduation. Sometimes
they are interested in fields which they have little real knowledge of and may be
completely unsuited for. This course offers them the opportunity to investigate one
=mare careers in which they may have some interest and this study is a perfectly
legitimate part of the course.

Performance Oh ectives
a en s ter research, interviews, actual .experience, or any other

means, be able to provide a detailed written analysis of the particular field he
has chosen. The report should show a real understanding of the career's requirements
and responsibilities.

Materials
a. Cbnsult the enclosed list of career related novels, books and pamphlets.
b. Library research should include use of encyclopedias and other reference wor

well as use of the card catalogue.
c. Consider interviewing people already experienced in the field or career.
d. See the guidance counselors, including the Vocational Guidance Director.
e. Talk to teachers, particularly those in the vocational area, about the fields.

They may be able to provide materials useful to a study of the career.
f. A supplementary list of 'dance office materials available to the student arranp-

ed according to e vocat =CMS s s of follows:



Lesson Capsule
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'The student in this course, particularly one who is unsure of his/her future, should
be encouraged to work on a project involving a particular career. Meyer force a stu-
dent to do a project on a career. The student may also po into particular aspects of
a career and do individual projects on some phase of the work involved in that career.
If the student is doing a general analysis of the career he should consider the fol-
lowing: description of the career, type of person eligible, skill requirement, day
to day activity, income, security, preparation needed before hiring, and many other
factors. There may be exceptions, but In general, the report should be written and
written so that it shows an understanding of the career and is not merely copied
from a source. If at all possible, encourege the student toIFFEview someone in
the field and include this in the report.

Books in Guidance office: (note: Careers listed have course offering; in the high
school for career preparation.)

66.511tga
ut son: Your Future in Agriculture

Art
See list under Individualized Reading 251

Automotive
bredley and Taylor: Aim for a Job in Automotive Service

BuildingLiTrades

Sumicrest and McMahon; nortunities in Building Construction
Kasper: Careers in Buil es
Daly: Almforaild.Tradcs

Business-Secretarial
ILcker and EHFence:
Anderson: Secretaril

Success and Satisfaction in Your Office Job

Child Care

Culinary Arts - Chefs
C f ,onnell: Aim for a Job in the Bakeiyjndustry.

Your Future as a Dietitian
Rosenthal an o som: cr pr. 1 irn and Service

Dental Hygiene
Seeoth-eY list, "Doctors-Hospitals-Medicine"

Drafting
teLong: Air or a Job in Drafting
Stern: tunnarDrCareer

Electrical Trades

Electronics
----77673Bler list vEneineers"

1\---223Faoseph: Carvers Outdoors
Demon: ORport.unitia717i a Forestry Career
Hanaburrh: Your Future in Forestry
Herbert: Careers in Natural Resource Conservat5on



REghic Arts
Reinfeld:
Ballinger:
Reinfald:
Fuijita:

Your Future in Printi

°wart= les in
Alm for a- Job in dra

BEST COPY MAKABLE

c Art
cs ommunications
Desi Art

Health Assistants:
ChernoI: Your Future
Paul: Your Future Ln
see also of r 1st

Hone Economics

in Medical Assistance
Technoi

Landscape Architecture - NUrserymen
.Griswo rtunities in Landscape Architecture
Frazier and ulln: rot Amur:tin Lands .6- Architecture
Pinney: __3nt.hes,Yourturetry

Language - Forel Service
ebener: pportmities in Forei

Delaney: YEUr Future in l'ore-im ervxco
Harrigan: Opportunities In Yoreipl Sc rvioe
Lavine: 0 its of Adventure
Hervert ers and Opportunities

Tingua&e Careers

sney:

Metal V Industrial Arts
Berg: fora '61) in Wading
Stern: Madhine Trades

Photography
ohnson: Photography Careers

Kappler: Your -Future in 15hotopraiphy

Music
See other list

Sales-Business (Distributive Ed.)
Sommer and Kedzie: Your Future in Insurance
Rosier: rtunities in Life Insurance Sell'
See also of r 1st ear ines

26

in International Service

Author: James Manchester

The Future and Your Career Humanities I 232

Concepts
tvery individual develops a personal "style" which he can fulfill in a career with a
similar "style".
People change, and sometimes careers change, as they go through life.
Changes and conditions in the world affect careers.
People must adapt as the world changes.
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Behavioral Objective

yen proper re arch material:: as found in Guidance, the school Library, and lists
of various community resources, the student will investigate the career of his or
her choice, specifically, looking at its affect on his or her future as well as fu
tureprojections for the career, and this investigation will b presented in a well
written report form of aminimum of 3 pages plus a bibliography, as well as being
discussed in a round table class discussion.

Materials
REFEFWed Cluster Concept Job List, transparencies on the card catalogue, filme
strip on the Readers Guide to Periodical Literature, research materials such as bib-
liographies, rary li= , gm ante ao n eta, list of available community re-
sources, =:.ntroduction to correct writing techniques (introduction, body, conclusion)
and research techniques (nemogrphed bibliography listing example).

Lesson Capsule
es not only deals with art, architecture, and music, but it also deals with

man and possible life styles of the future as seen from the books used, 1984, Brave
New World, lost Horizons, and Welen II. This career education lesson fiErin
that studystudy 77TWira, as well as providing an interesting and personal study into
each students's chooser. career.

The initial phase is that of discussing a career and how it affects not only its fu-
ture but the future of its owner. Take, for example, teaching. In looking at it, one
must consider salary, for it will always be !pore limited in how much one can earn due
to salary steps. Therefore one's house, size of family, food consumption, travel,
etc., will be limited in various degrees. Much at home work is required also. Once
one is in a particular setting, it is not advantageous to switch to another state af-
ter a certain number of teaching years due to the less of retirement pay; so this fact
limits one's freedom to "pick up roots". It is also necessary to continue one's
schooling in order to be recertified. Favorable facets are the time off that teach-
ing allows, time for family, travel, and hobbies. Other benefits are medical care
and such discounts as free museum for teachers (Shelburne museum). Being one's own
boss to a certain extent has many advantages. And lastly, teaching provides equal
opportunity for both men and woman. In addition, you will want to discuss the fu-
ture of educational needs and teachers. How will our rele change? What projections
can the students make?

After presenting this illustration, you should ask the students about their job choice
Hand out memogrpahed sheets of the Career Cluster Concept List to give them an idea of
possible choices to investigate and discuss briefly any questions dealing with this
list. Most students will probably have in mind a lob choice that they want to
investigate.

Upon completion of this class investigation and discussion, you can then begin the
research stage. The students are to research into the job of their choosing and make
projections concerning its various aspects and requirements such as pay, availability,
need, education, training, etc., all of which are to be future projections. In addi-
tion, they are to elaborate upon how this career will not only affect their future
but chafe with the future.

First, clarify the possible places for the students to begin looking for information
such as the library, guidance, and any community resource lists you mamogrephed. With
the use of the library, be sure and review the card catalogue usage (as can be found
in rvcrhead transpiarency set within the English Department) and the use of the
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Readers Guide (as can be found on a filmstrip within the English Department). It
ir;EFEWtant to review briefly how to correctly write a paper-by using an in-
troduction, body, and conclusion. Students having taken Composition I must follow
this farm; and for all others, it can get then started correctly if you stress hcv
to do it. Lastly, in research, clarify the fann of a correct bibliography page. A
memographed hand-out is important here. Examples of a Bibliography can be found in
Warr' arts lish Grammar and sition 10. Students should have: a minimum of

istIngs on ext., lograp page.

As found from past experience when students are do ink: research within the library
and the Guidance Department such as this kind, it is Food to limit the time to
approximately two days of library work and one to two days of in-class wore. By
this time, their studies are nearly always completed. It is also wise to circulate
when they are working in order to help them with problems of research and composition.

In concluding this career future study, create a circle discussion group and let each
student expound on his or her findings and thon in this manner any additional infor-
mation and thoughts concerning that career's future can come fin the other class-
mates. The "Future and My Camar" papers 'should be graded on both content and form.

Author: Martha Malcolm
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Values Recorpition and Conflict Resolutice

23ons 3
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far:Ism is an individual, with different abilitiris, interests, needs, values,
A person may be suited for several different careers.
A person's relationehips with other people, with his empanmer, and with society
affect his own career as well as the career of others.

Psrformance nbiective

TS-TFZI"Tnstrete an awar mess of his or her own values and will exer
cise those values in conflict situations.

Lesson Cansule

Interest tfe students in tbinkinp about value.s important to them and that might
be it nortant in a career. in order to stinulato thought, expose the students to
the followinp employer-omplovne case studies. Ask th studOnts to identifvfto
value(s) exercised, to evaluate the actions of each person in the case study, and
to offer solutions to the conflicts pmsented.

oration

er of custorrr complaints wvre redo to the manaror of a small
ftartmont.store About the near scrvion runderati }.mot the sales clarks. Wst
of the complaints mentioned situations taking nlace (luring the hour be twecn
non and 1 p.m. As the .; expuricinc,A sales clerks rot their dhoicc of lunch
hours, post of thf.r went to lunch brAs4r:ori noon and 1 p.n. This left the
mower, inexperienced girls to tans' the customers during this time.

fAistorrr traffic is paricularly heavy durinr this tirr., and thr' manavr
rnquasted all crployLos to be art the floor durinr this hour each day.
Lunch hours am to be taken only balomn 11 am. An4 noon or botmcn 1 pin.
and 2 p.m. Bartara had taking her lunch hmair at noon since she hcran
merkinr in the stcm months aro. As shy usually had lunch with a friane,
.1,1rbara cantinu-d 1(:.ayiny at noon. The mmnarcr noticcd this and ilarncii her
that if it occurred nrain s.7,.ryiszN2s would no lonrar be flooded. Barham.,
thinkinp she had thy: riciht to n noon lurch hour, fclt thrl rnmfflr
TNT, bUnr unfair.

Fon,:sty

Unda Ind Lisa am sc..cmt.F.rir:s in a laryr~ cornorption that nanufacturns
anado vehicles, Linda 11wm/s arriws at work 10 to 15 renutes late, then
roes to the ladies room to put on horymekcup. nhc finally pets to her dc1;117
"bout 8:3n. Lisa alw.a!Is ,rriy(!s lt !ICT'ckldk promptiv at 8 a.n. and borins
hor work. thourh Linen hAs snorctarial nkills than Lisa; M.,fia
rot ' rnis,.. whet, 1+ tir.. for salary Ldndn didn't.

f.7illinmess to Tor.arn

-MN 2n, witi4;ratnr,411mys tlArpro. r(:. #' 'unusually glow in pemformin7
"Nrrtke jobs for customers. his quvezvisor triA to relowilinhow
could do it fastcr, 'v' reuscd to listen. lin said that his way wns thi.; host
.-von though it was slower. ,?in .110NI shown cirti1 attitudo about other
-lobs around the gar,' e, /away% innistinp nn dninv things his vlay-YohcAth,r
his wvi, 1-,-,st or not. ris suporvisor finally had to fine 'lip intcnuse of
hit; unYillinmcqs to iparn.

rhrwmdlbili
71 ..r.iprowelont hire xl Arnold part tir. to stack lurbcr, iinko

'nd mnsist wh_rcvnr nee d. Ias Attics for a Torticulnr day
'..:.re not usually known ah..,1(3 of timu, but h was 'riven direction each after-
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nom whtan he r,_-perted for work. Ipst Tur!sdly w'.s stacking. lurbc.r. l'hen
he finisNA tK. lob, early ux the 1f1v.rnoon, his bms told him to take of
if/arly as everything s. ..d to h.! cmught un. Thc.: nmct day Arnold didn't
show up few work frt 111. ht: cam in on nurrldny Afternoon the boss
told Arnold he vrs fimd. It saimcil th't 17Ainesdity miming* this Centkl,
hAd rt-tdc lot i.thich were to be delivt-red that afternoon.
Arnold didn't shoo iv) lit, tic nrwr,or hired !Inoth,...r boy to make the

_Accrncc: of. Criticism I(

checker in A. largo gr(acomv stom. T. & '.mss 1 good work.-tr, very
dQpi..mdftble, nevcv late for work. However, he Inds: at list cm mistake

flay on hi^ cash registw rrceipts bc..,cmse tut tried to ring up the grocr:rice.
ffist. nwer we ...TAY of s;4ing, notes in 1.7ack es cash Twister

nch epy ocolAining his errnrs so he clocided to spiv* t" nbrut it.
suggcstcd thnt Lt-tck. qh"uld slow drun r little And try to be more Wit'..

..ine.k beam:: very uprx.,t rnd flat his irt) becausc he could not mccpt con
structivr: criticisn.

Othr uses involving vAltvs H.ght d.-ra with loyalty, wthusinsm c.fillinpnctss tr,
fairs? dircictials, of physicAl ,-activity, a liking fr,r risk, ft
desire For wefilth, Pcvx-v to rvk.. decisions, desire t" help .^thers.

!len studying each crse, students rem.lizo tht recuiro the: onr-
ciso "f certain valuf s, rind thlt esf-tcntircs c-n cent-Hots Arise ly,cluse
difccrmces in perol...'s vfiltrs.

en.sos h-v" br:en studi.c1 and 71 list rf all tbo discowIrrd rInde,
Ask oAch student tr select twri vPlurs 'art he fr%-as irnrrinnt to him And hA.vo

Rind crirrtors that would pIrmit him 471 r:wreinc thr.sr- vnlues. fia.ve Lint defraud
in written form h"th the imp"rtAnce, "c fuze vAlucs tr' hint 7And his ohr3ice r,f
MVO :r

7%.gk th-2 studraits fr.rm smal gre-ups. efsch studatt nrosezrt his v7ilut-.s
chnictls to "thor rYrtirrs r the ryrun, anci hAvc the_, oroup ma,bors

insist that the studont up his pr sitirn with s"lie r-PRoning.

Ac.nr rrsix-res f'f gr^u2s hP.ve p s ntcd -ind elofmdat their wslurs ,tmi
grtm develop brief script illwritne.ting fin ern-

flict situPtirn ttv. rr ri empleyces 711.
irplrip.,2 And his or her supervisr.r, ,Inn.lnyee And his nr hor Me tier, fIn
-...rolcvcr and custrmr. 77ncrurAg: students to er-.71tr2 eynflict situAtirns
which thir wilues arz. ch-111*.mgrxi nr -%rr: frt issue.

Ynu rirht 'xPrrylf.: if the pyt-upq n.r1 Tvgving trevrac,'
Ar. .-znpleAper f4tie. stic.klcr for 11,,virp his Ppriv-7: ?el+ fin

tin:: (thrill-7h he ir 11,-1-,447w1.1%, latc hirs4:1f) f..skg twn 5.neliv4 durii.c.t 11hr Prn
mrrive: Ione- e-nnistemtly tr. nttemd-tro:"

,Tithrut bt:incr niwinus. !!`h-i e-t.h= s. -r'' [disc''v r qr the: l'spi^.s
in thP..:ir mirk t -strvteizQ that. In ,Niditi-n, CV. rfrIVJ &Cid

9rr5ve.:1 r n inn.sg,_,. fiftc;:n rinutr..s '2v-trar ekv, r-.-*seminp th '.t th ../(113.1razor
o-uld net riff-,r i. tr f but th: vitt" Itry" will cvnnturilly bring

prig' rut int-, the.. er)'n of, S tit! rr .rT r-ut Th r:rInieve,r
bit isquinr TrTetrIlf: "1" Pr.-: ey-rnist.mtly

t4rr frvr w-rif 1441.1 rfc-.4.v- -110 nr-ry tienel P'-ti r-orrtv-17th t ;e -f ' rnwAre' hit cirri th-. vi.ctrirr" nr- t:751.1 a-14'
ci-rnem-tr: (th ther.. Try .ritt ..n re r..5 r71-tt5 (11 r.

cencl"-nt their ernle-Nter -.1v inArinn-pri;.terelr (-f t-zticr
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Oncu tt script is nronmrud, haw orth ,rnur rm1o.r111,1e, ir conflict situntimns
f.Tr the After r.ndh nrosmtwtiln, c1psn °en., fatmlnfrtivr. urws ^ rc
smlvinp the crnflict. ItPw. eiudnnts .-nolluPtc snlutimnr tr cnnflicts in tnrms
rf cpasibilitv, intr. rod 0Tit tnrm rnwprea.

rintrvills in this unit wan takcn rpm:
1. (rey Ximbrnll, Ban Vincylrd, Activitios in the "Frld F41 trarmminoton,

Tilinnis, 1972) , tin. 58-64.

2. !r. Janos Smttnms, ct.ml., Cmrcor rducmtinn znsnurcc (tt, r.A.,

1972), rn. 16(1-12 196,

- =111e 00

Authrr: rdtxtrd rermlv

-= -

Tho f t'h^iti in 07ttinfr kinla L rr ft rf t trit 235

om.:
_nrcIrs rocuirc differ,nt knnwl-.0n, nbilitis, :Tttitudns.
?wry carom, raluires smn snecial propmlation.
wr if. exnericnce facilitntrm c'rccr dncisirn-mOkinr.

rwelMrc... 4a,

Prvf-rmanm. Mlectivo
stliaent dommnstrmto thr.: uritinp skills errlrvnd irtu: pursuit of P.111),

7Pt?ripls
h.T.7&,er,pir.s rf lettnr me rlIpliw.tirin

nittr sepias ^f ltftb npplicm-15.m fit

T!'"1.11:7-
4Vrr-rc studonts start usinF vritirfr 0111s in Durgnit rf 1^b, thry cln use
cfr.;tinfr Skills, tf csteibligh stiuntimn. Ask -,nel rtudflit tr` chr^s,- n 4^b tIv=1#

,r7, Pt lnnst cnnsidtirinc, fellrvina mq Pt. carGrJr. Aftcr intriNbicinr the studcnts tr

r.srurces in tr. puidance nffien, nnflih mtudnnt tr write rill-rimf

timerintion rf th-t irh. d..evriptinn r pit contnir th follnwing infrrnptinn.
1. rnaratimn necessary

r-qmry
locntimn

it n7rr.-nrlitir.s suitnd fmr tP ear,or
c. Timsnmnsibilitir.s rf thn.

tvrt deglmilltimr is Toritvr, nsk oneh stuchnt. tn er'mtr ' wmnt ad fnr je.11

in th....12, Chnson prof9ssion. Ye-gi nieht tr firat lrnk at fr.innTt "f wpnt

nds i n vnrious nowsrapcm. Thc.. stud.nt's crimpletld want me shnuld statn t-nt

interested moplicants Arai writc f "r arc infrrnmemn. nnlnw is !Tannic 1.rmt

-14 TlimmiuP nil rrrernv t.rvrts rirn p.m 1125 tr ft's assist
mnnlmrs ft r Pramiumsmnrice. sttirns it rktrrit Then Qhile

ymu "'rite-. rrnrk Cmllins, Premium nil Crimprv, 310 0=Pn
Pt., DetrPit, 'lath. 48233. qvc PA pt nducatimn, exporime:.

?':act, discuss with the, students 1.4hp.t infnrmntinn shrvild 1,0 includnd in m letter

answrinp P want NI. For instAnce:



1ST CM MUM
1. cducnti^n thnt mirht he urk.ful nn tho job.
2. relevent iPh exrerienen.
1. 'fin rconlAnncos Cbc sum t necurn refornmes permissinn first) .

4. (*twin Activitins that ripht ry a Ott I better cmninvcc.
5. A renuost for mrsenll intorviov.
6. Your tele/Shenc nurhert.
soe the end ref the unit for smmrlr lett:rt. Pltheu#h nhvi'vs tr vr*.i, point
nut to thn student thr, need for Accurilcv in writirr thie, latter.
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After tho letter hn trxlmwrittm, (nrtrwrittan, if nrccgsAry), inform the Btu,
dcntn th't :111 rot& m fmvorn2n1.: imnrossim, anti thrm'vn Ill hem solnt fnr..
rml Apnlientien ferms to fill rut. Uning the snmplr! nnplicAtien frrm At the: end
of this unit, cmillPsi2c tint the students dhruld remeMber thestl throe things uhnr
fillinr nut tho tic tic!:
1. CnrefUllv 4611nw the dimeti.ms on the
2. Fill it eut nt1v.
1. AtnagAnyt nustions it asks, th p-alson in chrrpc will nnt hmvn to .'ck

veu to re back And firiel it Ts.

This .netivity mieNt hr certinucd INF !Trvitr. vru (thc citinlnwr) respond with
lott.r rouostinr 74rsona1 111K.nhAve th:- student reply to that
liter in fortittal fair.

r1Thrt" MT AV APPLMATTer Foln

'Ir.mrvor vou stnrt nur irh huntinp, StAtr, rrnlemotInnt Snrvicr nffice rti
t m cnrnIng, of the first thinms veu 4till be rskr.dtr de is fill out In
ArplicAtien flvm Thin corn helps th.- .7impinyzr get t 1 f goeu.

real-14 thc. dircctiens en thc corer clrefullv.
rill it Put nently.

Ansmr All the ouestienn it POs, gn th.-2 prrsen in &Am^ 1,511 net 1171Nr
f'sle vru tr, pn hick mrd flnish it vn.

5,-;lett is the Applicmtien ferrt usrd by ith StItn rrrlrAnnent rrrvico. If thcrn
Pre: qtrstirtne.% cenrrt Armlet, (frr i.nstAircn, if frii 1."%.Vn. rrvrr Mei a if+ fetv)

thrt rhert hlAnk.
Thin is lust prmicticr fem. !f 'ru mre ms!lee t f411 rut t ferm 151-e, it 01-Tt

veu hunt4rr. And 'ru rest; cern, $.7hAt fir, W11 Anl Asie fr nnethcr
-n, will he glnd te rive it to vou Th( imnort:rt thing is to mice sure
11v: fnrelynu finmlly turn in is neat, cemplete, rind easy to re rd. This will mike
3 mind impression.

. Pr nt Last name

. Tllephone Nurber S. rciaht
Ft. In.

Wight
tb

75.77cribe any physical disability

S. Eaucation and Training
circle hi hest ado -. listed
mine of High School or Collegt

Grade Schoo
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Course

6. Birth Date

Law prohibits discririna-
Lion because of a
Hirsh School
1 2 3 4

col sae
1 2 3 4

Date of Mraduation or
Last Attendance
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9. Subjects liked best
Subjects liked least

10. 'That kind of work have you thought o doing for a living?
11. 'lay do you think this would be a good king of work for you?
12. Env° your family, teachers, or friends suggested any king of work for you?

Ia so, what?
13. Hirt did you feel but this suggestion?
14. Oo you plan further education? No...Undecided...Yes....What School? at course?
15. Indicate your extracurriculat7 activitias in high school
1A. Mat are your hobbies and pastimes outside school?
17. List roux last ob first then list An other r`b u consid3r ai nificant:

Name of Firm Describe work you did

Address

Kind of Business

Employed from To
''tenth Yr. tIonth Yr.

'r. Frank Collins
Premium Oil Company
310 Ocean St.
r-Jtroit, Mich. 482'43

Dear Mr. Collins:

Rata of Pay
ROAS n for Leavina:

William n'Amato
ear, Dean St.

netrnit, Mich. 48233

.lulu 6, 197_

I am writina to you to apply for a id, as assistant service station
manager that vnu advertised in the rletroit Free Press on July 6. Hero are
my qualifications:

I am /8 years old and a graduate of the Janes Fielding Vocational
Figh School. I complotod a thv:e-year course in auto mechanics and have
also had courses in drafting, olectrcnics, and hnnkkeeping.

Last summer I worked full tine as an attendant at thn Flectwcind Ser-
vice Station, 3310 (Iramatan Avenue, in Detrcit. 1.!y hr.,ss there was
Mr. Andrew Conger.

I also have my nign car and make all the: repairs on it myself.
i 411 sure I could Ana good job for you as an assistant service sta-

tion manager. I would greatly appreciate R personal interview. If you wish
to call ma, my telephone number is PE 7-6219.

Sincerely,

milliam D' to

Parts of this unit were adapted from: Miriam Lee, Jobs in Your Future (Now
Yntt, 1967), pp. 44, 58-9.

Author: Edward Cornely
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is
career requires some special preparation.

A. person's relationships with other people, with his employer, and with society
affect his own career as well as the careers of others.

34

Performance Ob ective
s t le to demonstrate the importance of goad speech in a parti-

cular career.

Materials
damar information available in the guidance office.

Lesson C a sule
the motivated sequence section of this course the informative speech is tauRht.

During this unit it is appropriate to institute career education involvement.

After the principles of the informative speech have been studied, ask each student
to choose a career they have at least a passing interest in. Explain that since
the purposes of the course are to develop the talents of poise, confidence, and
communicative ability, it is therefore appropriate to investigate the role of
these talents in particular careers.

It mdett be helpful to divide their speeches into these three areas:
1. How and why poise is useful in this career.
2. How and why confidence is useful in this career.
3. How and why communicative ability is useful and necessary in this career.

During their preparation of these speecheslencourage students to include specific
situations which will clearly 511ustrate the role of speech in a career. The
students should refer to came- information in the guidance office and may want to
consult with an individual in hat profession.

It should be noticed that the results of this activity may help the students
corprehend the entire purpose behind the course.

Author: Edward Cernely

Career Education Involvement in Individualized Readin (251)

Career Education Cbnce ts and Ob ectives
e eve ze .course is desipned to allow students to do a

consideraSTrii5EFRFgarlrbn their own during the course of the semester.
It has been found through discussion with the students that many of them are
quite unsure of chat kind of occupation they would like to become involved in
after they are done with their formal schooling, or what kind of field they
would like to pursue during their college years. Therefore it is felt that
guiding students into reading fiction and nonfiction related to specific fields
is perfectly within the realm of the course. The major oblective is purely on
the informational revel - that of having students try to pet scarce idea of what
a particular field may be like from their reading - both fictional and real life
stories.
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Implementation
1. At the beginning of the ccurse, discuss briefly the idea of career education

with the students and encourage them to choose a particular area as one of
their reading topics during the semester.

EXplain to students that you, the teacher, have a fairly ccmprehensive list
of books on particular fields available and encourage them to use this list.
Also, explain where these books may be found.

3. Reinforcement of these ideas must be brought out on an individual basis with
students. Remember, however, that choosing a career related reading topic is
purely voluntary and should not be forced upon the student.

4. The final result will be, if the student so desires, the nine week paper that
is required of each student. This paper, based upon a particular reading topic
during the marking period, should synthesize the student's ideas on a
particular career and help him to gain a much demer understanding of that
career.

CARPIR MATED NOVELS - Fiction and 'nonfiction

- This list of career related books will be revised,
deleting and adding books, periodically.

* Books in E.J.H.S. Library

ARTISTS (Architects, painters, sculptors, etc.)
* Torsce: Frank LloydWright: Rebel in Concrete
* Gallica: The Snow Goose F (painter)
* Maugham: i., 4 n 4. F (Paul Gauguin)
* Rand: Fountainhead F (Architect)

Roth: Your tuture in Architecture
Piper: ities In Arclatuctulni Carverspp
Roth and eiss: Art Careers

* Stone: and the tcs (Michelangelo)
t or - (Van Gogh)

on Cezanne, Leonardo, Menet, Picasso, Rodin, and many* Time-life blocks;
others

in guidance office
1;

St

BUSINESS CAREERS
* Lts: Babbit (real estate)

Norris: the Oct (Wheat prowers versus railroad)
Rand: At as "S rt3pged (railroads)
writers like Taylor Galdwall, C. Hawley, T.
Ankers: 'ties in an Account
Locklear: our in exmartull
Singer: Your FUture en Advertiti
Clarke: as
Boynton: our tUture in Ban,
King: Career 'ties for kxmel in Business
Rosier:
Popnam: rtunetils in ice ccu tions
Durst and ern: Your tune sta

Dreiser
- in guidance office

g Careers

esrm--r1
# ,

ties in e

Haas: I...rtunities in §ales Careers
Noyes: our Future as a Secretary



Doctors . Hospitals - Nurse-,

* Others
* Daniel: St of Albert Schweitzer
* Cronin: c
* Dooley: The !I t The Burned The Maintain

Topm ey: Stdry
Wises -to Keep

* Hemingway: to Arms
* Newell: A cap for Mary was
* Nolan: Malang of a urgeon,
Russell: A .m. is
Singer: My ikfao The

* Baker: Firstlitman boot= St
* Lee: The Physician (Time - .I

*Blythe: Mountain Doctor
* Manton: tlizabeth Garrett, M.D.
* Baser: An American toctoOs Odyssv
Bleich: Your Career in gldicine
Roth arin.nr.th Services
Wburse: Do Ymiliaift to Sa 'a Doctor
Engeman: er3----71.7-tudurse

Kalb: YEALLIIME612221rjake

ttzex Man of Mercy

(nurse - medic)

of Elizabeth Blackwell

ENWEER1NG CAREERS
er=ey:

* Furnas
Stone:
Feder:

le Pebble
Engineer rim-Life)
icultural EnRineer

Golzo: our
Lavine: our
Hammond: Your

in v1 trineerIng

iii=tronic ineering,
Future in Industrial ,nsine

FASHION - CLOTHING
------725055.1TEnd Norris!

Scott: Year Future in
our ture In on i

7our alture in the Fashion World

36

In Guidance Office
Ist Ss

it 1t P

-in tluidance Office
K S9 t1

St

1!

it

ft

rtunitics in Clothin in Guidance Office

JOURNALISTS - WRITERS - BROADCASTERS
0

* Fitzgar s Side of Paradise
* Huntley (Cletsears
* West: Miss Lonelyhearts
* Kendrick: Prima Tire: Life of :dward R. Murrow
Alder: Workinfrress
Barry: .1,-, tires in Journalism Careers In Guidance Office
Schalehan: lour in

* Baker: Ernest gamin A Life Story b Carlos Baker
* Fenton: p o7, est 411* Cook: The ors: Zclusedl Jaime s s who ica
* Archer: ig Sing 1st racc eY.rt

Gordon ana-Falk: Your Career in TV and Radio

LAINERS

* Lee: To Kill
'Elliott: qmp latta...WIJUDesT

SS

it!

11

11

SS

11

17

ff

it ft 17

In Guidance Office

It I; 11



* Smith: J in the Morning
* Warren: the King.% Men

MUSICIANS - SINGERS
baybreak

Hentoff: Jazz Court
* Carpozig:
* Eaton: of
* Ewen: y o ern cps
* Spaeth: ties in tic Careers

Curtis: 2Entre in Music

PILOTS - AIRPORTS - rumn
Wit: Stranger-to the Ground
Briant: ter

* Archibald: et Flier
* Hailley:
* Gann: The k and the Miphty

rate is the Hunter
* catc"
Michener:
Mason: TWITEwTi_ers (airforce training)

* .1..E.11112q.SAIL
Shute: No

* Saint-fiery: ind Sand and Stars

* Scott: God
Scribner: Y wr a Pilot

POLITICS - POLITICII'.NS
-3--RE;Wriles in Courage

* Orwell: Animal Farm
* O'Connor:--TE37,557Hurrah
* Warren: the King4697n

Vassilikos:
* Koestler: Darkness at Noon
* Drury: Advigranseeyt
* Kugelmass: Ra41 Bunche: Fighter for Peace
* Mooney: The on Jahnson St
* Bishop: r. e a sident Kenne

PUBLIC SERVANTS - Policemen, firemen, etc.
*'Paxiker: The Rookies
Smith: Report frort'n-Tine Co. 82

* Wambaugh: The New Centurions

Maas:
* Caesar:

Liston:
* Sands:
Gamimge:

ory of an Honest Cop
re Detective' Biogra yof awns

Your eca, in Law Enforcement In Guidance Office

In alidance Office

In Guidance Office

our i'uture in Law Enforcement

SCIENTIST' '4athematicians

Fantastic Va
e Strain

Wallace; The Prize
* LeKruff: The aerobe Hunters
* Margenau a.EnZsle:,ancientist (Time-Life)
* Dugan: Undersea. Nylorerr-(aacques Camteau)

I" ft
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* Bell: Men of Mathematics
* Cane: ZSTararinlnii57-
* Forber: Nobei 'Prix: Winners in Chemistry

Fox: Careers in BioIo cal Sciences
'Yourse: ou a emm

So You Want to Be a Scientist.
Rachs: Careers In Research Science

TEACSERS
Ashton- Waxer:

* Bolton: Chris
* Decker:
Hunter: = r a Jungle

* Kaufban: U the bown Staircase
* Rothman: yel Inside gent Sour

1.04
111 d

(C. Marshall)

THENTKR - ACTING
-"*"----=?.-arns: Richard Burton

Thompkins: Handbook for
* Hart: Act One
* Davis and tioyar: Yes, I
* Allen (Steve): Tha Funn
* Ross and Ross: lyer: A Profile of an Art (55 individual stars)
Moore: O ortmin:,ctincy, In Guidance Office

Dimeted in Hinlet
Apprentices

Can
Men

In Guidance Office
ft 11 ft

f: tf ft

tt tt ft
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Author: James Manchester

Modern Literature - 341

Conce and Rationalization
f ern teratura fs a course which focuses on the problems of survival - social,
canes, emotional and spiritual - in today's world and the way in which man
attempts to meet these problems and survive. The course asks how man survives and
who are the people that help him to cope with the problems thkt face him in our
society.

Performance Objective
Students shouid gain an understandinp of what people in particular fields do to
help other people net problems and survive inthe world.

laterieas
TWIEFate novels
list of community and school resources

Lesson Capsule
The integratinn of career education activities into this course is perhaps best
newmplished in an ongoing manner rather than a one shot effort. Therefore, the
lesson capsule will suggest possible activities in a general manner.

In the past students have expressed concern over the &pressing tenor the readinr:
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selections tend to create. In order to cverccme this Attitude, after an ewaren
9
ess

of a specific aspect of survival is developed throuph the reading, the students
should actively seek ways of helping themselves and others survive in various
conditions; i.e., what cereers can help us survive longer, and can improvn the
quality of that longer life? The answers to this question hopefully will dispell
the depression.

One active way to find the answers is to seek out individuals engaged in appro-
priate professions and invite than to speak to the class. The list of school and
comrunity resources at the and of the booklet will suggest specific individuals
receptive to your requests for classroom appenrance. Be sure tr prepare a series
of questions to be asked of the speaker so specific areas will be dealt with.

Each section contains novels that suggest careers intended to help man survive
rental and physical hardship, and possibly help ran survive by avoiding these
conditions entirely.

Condition
A. Survival in 17artirre

B. Survival in Society

C. Survival fcr
Minority Ps

It' VGA Suggested CAnmers
flaT:i7: Hiroshima lecters
Frank: Ales, Babylon Political leaders
Trumbo: Johnny Got His gun Doctors nurses
Neufield: Lisa, Britht & Der k/ teachers, guidance counsoler
(2recn: Neverpromised You a Rose Peer:km/Psychiatrists
Kesey. 6F le Flew Ever Cukor,ls Nest / nurses

Loe: To Kill " Mo ird Lawyers
rased Land social workersBrown: e

Griffin: Black Like Mr,
Borland: When ends Die

Authors: James Manchester
Edwerd Cornely

Centempernry Reading 344

Conce ts
cry occupation contributes tr society.

Every individual can have a meaningful, rewerding career.
Every career requires snee specie) proparetirn.

Perfermence Objective
Vic: stud- ant will be mils: to demonstrate en aearene s careers involved in
dealing with our ecological crisis.

Materials
NETWISis, Udall

st cl comunitv and scheel reseurecs.

Lesson Capsule
One of the major areas covered in this course is "Prepping Out vs. Involvement."
It may be edventageous to explore these alternatives in relation to the luiet
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Crisis. If wa are to believe the author, our natural resources are fast being
depleted. We then have two theices: drop out and soon die, get involved and save
our planet.

The exploration of the second choice by the class offers en opportunity to further
career nmareness.

To initiate this exploration pose questions similar to theca: How much affirmative
action can I take? Are personal habits, such as containing my litter, effective
enough? If I'm truly committed, do rlore eff-ictive and lonp renpe activities
exist that I might participate in? Nhat careers Ire available to me that confront
Ind strive to solve our ecological crisis?

Hopefully the Answers to these questions
range of careers involved in this causrl.
try, urban planning, politics, avronnmy,

in7

will indicate to the students a wide
Most obvious arrn' these careers: fores-
botany, chemistry, agricultural enpineer-

After your own class list is developed, suppest that students do some investiga-
tion about specific careers, and also that they invite to class individuals en-
gaged in that profession. Refer to the list of school and community resources.

The speaking engagements can either be separated or conducted as a panel dis-
cussion. In either case, the students should prepare a series of questions intended
to explore these throe areas: Career preparation, activities engaged in, degree
of success experienced in furthering the ecological cause.

Follow the speaking enpagements with a class discussion. Reenforce the point
that affirmative action can occur and certain careers allow for this affirmative
action.

Author: Eduard Cornely

Composition I 346

Concepts
T. require doff Brent knowledge, abilities, attitudes.
A person may be suited for several different careers.
Every career requires some special preparation.
Any career has different levels of responsibility.

Performance Obiective
'rh-----ir"."Tr=?esaTw3.monstrate an understanding of a specific career, and will be
able to express opinions on the advantams and drawbacks of that career.

Materials
The elf-directed Search: AGLIida to Educational and Vocational Planninp by

-onsu tinp s a og s s ss, o epc ve., « o o,
California 94306
List of available resources in guidance office
Microfiche viewfinder
Vermont View Dock
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guidance Associate filmstrip - "Choosing', a Cereee
Lively Art Lucile Payne

Lesson Ca ule
tare e students what careers, as of now, they want to engage in.

Capitalize on remarks that surest the student has little or no idea what career he
or she is interested in. Ask the students to think back. 14hat careers did they
think about when they were younger? Why did they think about those careers? Try
and elicit responses that mention glamor and excitement of the lob. Brine them
back to the present by asking them if they notice any change in their conception
of that job.

Next, lead them into the area of career choice. Try to determine what factors
right influence career choice (money, tradition, status, family pressure, social
pressure). Continue idea of pressure and inquire if they've discarded any careers
because of pressure that they are impractical (doctor, big game hunter).

Point out that they may have discarded a profession because they feel it's imprac-
tical, but the reasons behind the original attraction may be important, for it may
suepest other job areas that are related to the impractical one that are practical
and just as rewarding.

Indicate to the students that the purpose of this entire project is not intended to
force or pressure them into making a career decision now, or in the near future.
Its intentions, however, are fourfold:

1. To help the student discover more about the thinps they can do, the acti-
vities they like to do, occupations that appeal to them.

2. To help the student realize the enormous choice of career opportunities
available to them.

3. To help the student discover a category of occupations they may be well
suited for, and may be well suited for them.

4. To help the student obtain the necessary information to learn more about
particular jobs through independent investieation.

Alter this introductory discussion, show the guidance Associates filmstrip to theclass. Than distribute copies of ihe Self-earected Search to all the students.
Prepare them for the inventory by asiting the noneth;eateninp approach of the
search. Ehphasize that the results are private, and also point out that this in-
ventory does not claim to provide the solution to comer decision problems. It is
merely one tool used to help students make decisions.

Aelminister the test during class time, so as to offer help if needed. Then once
the results arc in, ask each student to choose a career fran the list the search
produces. It will be each student's job to investigate their career by using the
librnrY, nuidance office, microfiche cateloes, and any other sources available. It
is suggested the students try to obtain information on the following areas:

1. Preparation S. Working conditions
2. Salary S. Roan for advancement
3. Projected job opportunities 7. Lifestyle
4. Location of lob

The results of their independent investigation will then be dipested and presented
in the essay format. In order to accomplish this part of t+Le unit, the following
thesis statements might be offered:

1. Despite certain drawbacks to , it is a viable career opportunity
that deserves consideration.

or
2. Although contra ins certain drawbacks, it is a viable career
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oppo rtunity that deserves consideration.

Notice the essay is a composition of opinion. Therefore, be sure the students
realize they are responsible for decidinr the advantages (pro) and disadvantages
(con) of their career, and then placing these bits of information in to a coherent
essay form (Lively Art of Writ' ,). It is recommended that class time be devoted
Lvti, to Um 1704endent invest ,ation and essay writing parts of this unit.

Estimated time of the unit: two weeks.

ee

Author: Edward Cornely

Affirmative Action Modern World L.: arature 444

ccilngt:PA
erEV------occupation contributes to society.

Careers require different knowledge, abilities, attitudes.
Different occupations are interrelated in many ways.

Performance tab'

eston.lb-ele to demonstrate a knowledge of careers involved in
ensurinr justice.

Materials
malyrnuaa, Melville
LIst of community and school resources

Lesson sule
used as the supplimental novel to the thematic section, "The Nature

o us to It is recommended that a discussion develop on Billy's condition,
Clageart's decision, and the entire process of ensuring justice. Then arbitrarily
divide the class in two, asking each side to prepare a brief proof on the affirma-
tive or negative of this statement: "Claggart was incorrect in his actions with
reeard to Billy Budd." Briefly outline standard debate form, and, after two days
preparation, have the students conduct the debate.

Nn the debate is concluded, informally discuss students' feelings about Billy's
plight. Through discussion lead the class to the observation that Billy's situation
may be viewed as an example of injustice. Next, point out the many injustices in
our courts today. Pursuing this tack further, suggest that the class investigate
careers that attempt to ensure justice and avoid injustice. As part of this
inquiry, work on havine speakers from these professions attend a panel discussion
in the classroom.

Make a list of careers concerned with maintaining justice. For instance: police-
man, news reporter, lawyer, judge, district attorney. Ask groups of students to be
responsible for gathering information on one career and for contacting one indivi-
dual in that profession.

To ensure the success of the panel discussion, be sure to prepare a series of
pointed questions to be asked of the euests, paying particular attention to the
question, "How successful do you feel you are in ensuring justice for all people?"
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After the panel discussion, have each group write a letter of thank you to their
invited speaker. Also, be sure to follow -up with a post penal discussion. Inquire
about what careers students feel would be rest effective inensuring justice.

Pin additional activity that may be desirable, because of the difficulty in securing
the attendance to a judge, would be to arrange for a visit to the local courthouse.
Have the students attend a portion of a triel and arranpe for a brief meeting with
the judge in his chambers.

Author: Edward Comely

A Career in the Arts Humanities II 452

require different knowledge, abilities, attitudes.
They career requires some special preparation.
Career preparation must follow a plan.
Al person's relationships with other people, with his employer, and with society
affect his career as well as the careers of others.

Performance Objective
stu ent w le to express an understandir-, of the many factors to be

considered in the pursuit of a career in the arts,

Materials
raiii="7incent the Dutchman"
Lust for Life
ie of Beethoven

.4PnY e Esctasy

Lesson sule
Three ' vidual artists - Michelangelo, Beethoven, Van Goeh - will be studied in
depth during the course. During all three of these studies it is appropriate to
consider certain factors of came:, pursuit as they apply to the artists and the
students. A conscious effort should be made to dispell the romantic excesses
Irving Stone is prone to engage in.

Below are suggested areas of approach for each of the artists studied:
1. Michelangelo

'ereer preparation
1. schooling
2. leek of freedom of choice
He had certain abilities and he followed a plan of study

B. Lifestyle
1. lack of money
2. difficult wnrking conditions
3. physical and rental isolation
career choice often dictates lifestyle

C. Personal rewards
1. frustration
2. inner satisfaction
Each career must offer some satisfaction, even if it is frustration.
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11. Beethoven
A. Career preparation

1. teachers
2. Years of practice
His choice of career necessitated a plan of preparation
Lifestyle
1. strupple ft:tram
2. isolation
Career choice forced these conditions on him

C. Personal Rewards
1. a thing of beauty
2. social recopmition
3. frustration - deafness

221. Van

A.---05ERiidecision difficulty
B. Career preparation

1. years of study
2. physically hard work

C. Lifestyle
1. poor
2. socially ostracized
3. art dominated life - little roam for anything else
Rewards
1. no social approval
2. inner doubts

Many conclusions might be drawn from loWnp at these and other aspects of an
artist's career. For instance: long hard years of preparation are necessary;
despite independence, a certain need for others' approval remains; career is nen-
tally and physically taxing; few financial rewards occur; isolation is apart of
the career; strong belief in oneself is necessary; the product of such a career
can provide the deepest kind of satisfaction.

Author: Edward Comely

Concesuts

require different knowledge, abilities, attitudes.
Every person is an individual, with different abilities, interests, needs, values.
A person's best career direction develops over a imp period of time
Every individual develops a personal "style" which he can fulfill 5s a career with
a similar "style".
The choice of a career usually involves a compromise between greater and lesser needs.
Work experience facilitates career decision-making.
Changes and conditions in the world affect careers.
Any career area has different levels of responsibility.
A person's relationships with other people, with his empl7yer, and with society"
affect his own career as well as the careers of others.
A worker must understand, not only his job, but also his employer's rules, repula-
tions, policies, and procedures.

Verisimilitude Creative Writinp 453
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The student well be Able to encorporete knowledpe of a specific career into creative

writing activities.

Materials
TST"'Zocamunity resources
access to telephone

liesone
Tfili7datNitTis best suited for the short story section of a creativ,:t writing course.

Choose a short story in which a career is involved, for instance, "Bar tleby the

Scrivner ", and have students identify examples of Melville's knowledge of this pro-

fession. For instance, setting, implements, pay, activities engaged in, social

approval. Identify these bits of information as verisimilitude: having the sew

blence of truth.

After discussing the reasons supporting inclusion of this device in short stcries

ask each student to choose a career they are interested in learning mere about, and

that might be suitable for integration into a short story. Refer to the list of re-

sources to suggest people students can contact.

Each student should call and either make an appointment to interview, or interview

over the phone, the resource person. The student should try to obtain answers to

the following qu=4tions and any other questions that seam relevant.

1. What kind of temperament is well suited for this job?

2. What special abilities are required?

3. What made you decide to po into this career?
4. How long did you prepare for this job?
5. Wet kind of compromises did you have to make when deciding to pursue this career'

6. What kind of work experience prepared you for this job?

7. Have world conditions, progress, affected your job?

8. How have you/vour job adapted to these changes?

!.4. In terms ,f respe_msibility, who are you the boss of, and do you have a boss or

bosses?
10. How do they affect you?
11. How important are your relationships with others on the job?

12. What employer's rules, regulations, policies, or procedures affect your jeb?

13. What are some important terms (jargon) used in this career?

14. qhat pieces of equipment, and their names, are necessary for your job?

15. Using the five senses, how can your work environment be described?

The result of this questionaire shnuld give the student the back round necessary to

create a believable situation in which charaeter development can take place.

Have student write a short story. Afterwards, have students exchange papers and

evaluate verisimilitude in each story.

Author: Edward Comely

What is Career Education? Seminar in Ideas 454

'er"-11person is an individual, with different abilities, interests, needs, values.
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A person's best canen, direction develops over a long period of time.
Every career requires some special preparation.

Performance Objective
The student will demonstrate an understanding of career education, its necessity
and the present use of it in his or her school system.

Materials
Articles and books on career education
Resource people

LESSON CAPSULE
lihe of the units in the ccurse deals with young people and their relationship with
the school and the community. It is appropriate at this time to introduce the
idea that a movement in national education is attemeting to bring together the sdhools
and ccmmunity in order to better serve young people: in particulars the encourape-
ment of Career Education by the Federal government.

Ask a small group of students to investigate this national educational roverent and
to report their findingn to the class for discussion. The protect might involve
finding* the answers to two basic questions. First, what is Career Education, and
what is the rationale behind encouraging it in Arerican schools? Second, what is
being done in Career Education in our district?

In order to give the students further guidances vou might ask them to obtain the
answers to the following questions:
1. What is Career Education?
2. Why do educators feel it is a justified revement in American Ed.?
3. What are three general steps Career Education takes in the Schools, K-12?
4. What are other schools in the dieftrict doing in Career Education?
S. What is our school doing in Career Education?
6. What role can the classroom teacher play in furthering Career Education?
7. What contribution can the guidance department make in the field of Career Ed.?
8. How can the community help further the goals of Career Education?

OW,

When the answers to these and other pertinent Tiestions are obtained, ask the group
to present their findings to the class for the= consideration. Also, seek out ap-
propriate speakers to further enlarge upon the group's .findings.

Author: Edward Comely

neneral Semantics in Career Education for Lifted h School Students
S ICS

Conce t
Uf different careers require different knowledee, abilities, and attitudes; tIle

ability to communicate successfully with other people enhances all careers. The top
level executive must have this skills but it has application for every worker who
deals with other workers, including the worker applying for a job.

Performance Objectives
Me study of General Semantics should make students better able to achieve co-opera-
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Lion and avoid conflict with others in the world of work by helping themdevelop their
skill in human interaction throuph lance.

Materials
in t and Action Hayakmea

Tabunon
see bibliography

Discussion
MI-MrXrfred Korzybski suggested in Science and Sani that certain improvements in
our basic patterns of conmunication were essenti to our survival. He pointed out
that although we have made remarkable steps in our ability to control and use the
natural phenomena of our world, the laymen still communicates, and thinks, with
patterns appropriate to the time of Aristotle. The attitudes of the scientist have
exploded the naterial world without a parallel advance in cur thinkinp. This lap may
be responsible in part for our periodic international catastrophes where the advance
of science becomes our tormentor rather than ow, servant.

The discipline that Korzybski fostered, the study of human interaction through
language, is celled General Semantics. The scope of this study is truly general,
but it applies particularly in our work experience - frem lob applications, through
understanding of directives from our superiors, rift up to the problem of eliciting
the co-operation of bra of a large organization. Students will benefit fram, an
understanding of the underlying principles of General Semantics and should be able to
employ certain specific tactics to improve their interaction teeth others.

I contend, as a basic assumption, that career education in the English class has
applications throughout the entire spectrum of are and Ability levels. This paper,
however, addresses itself to the issue of career preparation for intelligent,
highly notivated students at an ape normal to the last two years of high school.
The assumption is made, furthermore, that the teacher is either already excited about
General Semantics or is willing to undertake extensive study in order to become so.
Without this excitement the teacher cannot succeed - with it he will not fail.

Since few teachers have received met) formal training in General Semantics, it is to
be expected that a teacher preparing to use this discipline in class vest undergo
considerable self-preparation. A wide reading of the works of Wendell Johnson,
Irving Lee, Stuart Chase, and Alfred Korzybski would be desireable, but a careful
study of a single work will suffice. The teacher will find this bock, S. I.
Hayakawe's ,7ee.e in Thou t and Action, essential; he may use it as the textfer
his students as we . to responds to this book will find no dearth of
objectives and materials for instruction in the application cf the principles of
General Semantics to the area of career preparation. In fact the teacher is likely
to be unable to present as much as he would like.

The principles that underlie much of this study can be divided into an understanding
of the symbolic process and an awareness of the ss nature of the universe.
the former involves a study of the way we use wo to represent thus and the
realization that the word is never the thing itself. The realization that words
don't have meaning - people do - helps students grasp this principle. Korzybski's
map-territory analogy supgests that the relationship between a map and the territory
it represents. All of these principles have practical application in the was of
job nquisition, advancement, and satisfaction. Equally basic is the concept that
our universe is not static, but rather that it should be considered in all its cosmic
through submicroscopic levels an ongoing process. Heraclitus' axiom that you can
never step in the same river twice presents the quintessence of this concept. It
leads to the realization that the concept of identity - so cherished in Aristotelean
logic - does not =respond to the world as we actually encounter it. That is, no
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two of anything are alike in every detail. This concept has far-reaching practical
applications in the irprovement of interpersonal relations and in the area of problem
staying.

A note of apology seems appropriate hare. If the reader his already made himself
familiar with General Semantics, then these notes about the symbolic process and the
process nature of the universe will annoy as statements - or misstatements - of the
obvicus. If the reader is new to this study, they will annoy because they lack
support and explanation. I intend that these notes might help a teacher organize
his attack on this study, not that they in any way are a substitute for thet study.

Procedures - A nine weeks unit using Language in Thought and Action
1. Assign the eighteen chapters at approximately two aria a hf haters a week so
that the entire book is read and there remains some time for consolidation at the
end of your unit.
2. Ask the students to read all of the "applications" at the end of each chapter.
They are excellent spurs to discussion. Assign applications as appropriate to your
students.
3. Use classroom techniques of your choice to help students master terminology,
gresp concepts, and apply the study to their own personal situation. Lecture, dis-
cussion, small group work, testing, prepared demonstrations, role playing, gamest
analysis of current nedia use of concepts under study, and other techniques that
work for you should be applied. One issue remains parencunt; strive to relate the
concepts of the presentation to the actual living situations of your students. In
this area career training applications will often manifest themselves. How can an
understanding of presyrbolic language help you realize that your associates, who are
so prone to so much empty small talk, are not realy stupid? How can a deep undere
standing of the difference between word and thing help you in getting a job or se-
lecting an appropriate candidate to hire? How can an awareness of "the little man
who isn't there" help you avoid the pitfalls of prejudice? Hew does the most common
verb in the language tend to crystalize missevaluation? What steps can you take
when you find that your boss displays deep-seated two valued orientation?

Answers to these questions and !lc end of others like thershould be sought in this
unit. Many students will find answers thet will work for them in their careers.

- A three week unit using Communications and 'She Uganda
1. Assign the eleven chapters to be completed inEhe first wee.< 'unit. After
each chapter is read, lecture and discuss to develop understanding of concepts and
an awareness of applications to students' future career situations.
2. Simultaneously with this reading, teach the students to play The anda
Game. This will require one game for each four students and some act ve tea hg to
get them started in this challenging game. After two days they should be able to
play this gave with different opponents each day and ace umulate individual sores
leading to a "Master of the Game."
3. During the second week, students should develop their own version of the game.
They should specify and describe eight to ten semantic techniques that have applica-
tion in career situations. Then they should develop at least twenty examples of the
use of these techniques in career situations. Using the format of The Propaganda
lime, students should play eels game of their own making during the last week of
tMs unit.
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PART II 'ipplementary Career Education Activities

Meetin trngeofCha3. e

c2nRe12ts_
ATtiii:Fi5iTmay be suited for several different careers.
Careers can be grouped in various ways into "families" requiring similar abilities
and providing similar rewards.
The choice of a career usually involves a compromise between greater and lesser needs.
People change, and sometimes change careers, as they go through life.
Changes and conditions in the world affect careers.
People must adapt as the world changes.
Different occupations are interrelated in many ways.

Performance Ob ective
e stu ents la to describe numerous challenge-response episodes that

might occur in the careers of typical persons.

Materials
tesources presenting information about
tion on adult education and retraining
magazines spanning a period of several

occupations and their requirements; informa-
programs; a oollcetion of newspapers and
months for years).

Lesson Ca sul.e
WiTfre-it-'7T-itudents search their memories, talk with adult friends, and look
through newspapers and news magazines to find examples of situations that precipi-
tated career changes for individuals or groups. Whenever possible, students should
find out what new careers the people entered and how they prepared for the new cccu-
pations.
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As students share their information, help them develop a list of factors influencing
dhange. For example:

Too many people for too few jobs
Economic slump
Goods and/or services no longer in demand
Withdrawal of funds
New technological developments
Advances in science
Sudden, permanent physical (yental, emotional) handicap
Additional education obtained
Personal desire to explore something new
Dissatisfaction with original occupation
Desire to develop latent aptitudes and abilities and to put them to use
Pressure from an influential individual (wife, supervisor, close feiend) or
group (voters, club members)
Legal factors (change of citizenship, loss of license, jail record)
Pregnancy and :motherhood

Divide students into "innovation" groups. Have each group select one or a combina-
tion of factors and apely them to an imaginary person who holds a complex position.
Each group is to develop a three-scene role-play situation around its character and
his or her occupational change. Scene 1 is to show the person in his or her first
job and illustrate the rewards, satisfactions, and challeriees of the job. Scene 2
is to depict the onslaught of factors leading to change and the individual's approach
to selecting alternatives. Scene 3 is to be similar to Scene 1, except that the per-
son is involved in the new occupation.

Another possible approach would be to have each group select a famous person who has
changed occupations and create, using biographical materials and a dose of imagina-
tion, a three-scene role-play situation as described previously. Should students
have difficulty selecting persons to portray, you might suggest the following:

Shirley Te..le Black fram actress to politician
Arthur (. C ark scientist to novelist
Vector -- concert pianist to comedian

o on teacher to lawyer to President of the United States
usewife to comedienne

en Gurley e secretary to editor of Cosmopolitan magazine
ilesseronGietnf Miss America to Chief of Consumer Affairs

Following each presentation, the group members might hold a questioneandeanswer
session to expand on information presented in the skits. What aspects of each job
wee not covered in the skits? What other job alternatives might each individual hive
chosen and why? What skills, abilities, and aptitudes did the individual already
have that were relevant to the new job? What education and training did the indi-
vidual need, and heel was it obtained? What problems (personal, family, financial,
etc.) had to be dealt with during the period of change?

Observations
7&""ten."7"W Challenge of Change" can be used in almost every subject area as stu-
dents beccme aware of the knowledge, skills, or techniques that are necessary for
various careers. The experience can also lead into group investigation of local, re-
gional, and national situations that presently contribute to the unemployment problem
and into evaluation of the retraining needs that exist.

Credit: Dr. James E. Bottoms, ed., Career Education Resource Puide 1972)
pp. 234-5.



This is the House that John Built

is

occupation contributes to society.
Every individual develops a personal "Style", which he can fulfill in a career with
a similar "style."

Changes and conditions in the world affect careers.
People must adapt as the world changes.
Different occupations are interrelated in Tramways.

Performance Objective
the students will able to describe some significant ways in which time and than
affect certain careers and life-styles.

51

Materials
lieference material related to the subject.

Lesson Capsule
Have students compere colonial, nineteenth-' century and early-luentieth-century
residential architecture with today's molar, mo biles and high-rise dwellings. Ask
them to hypothesize about why these changes in architectural style and design have
occurred. Then have the group-tompare towns and villages of colonial times with those
of the nineteenth century and finally with the city planning of today. Again, have
students hypothesize about why these changes in basic city layout have occurred.

Arranep for the class to visit a local vocational, school. At the school, have them
observe and learn how to read architectural plans. Be sure that they are famdlarized
with the instruments used in drawing these plans. If possible, have students experi-
ment with designing their own simple plan for a house. In the woodworking and car6,
pentry shops, the group can learn a little about how to lay a floor and how to construe
a corner assembly. In the masonry shop, the class can learn how to lay a the floor
or construct a brick facade. In the electrical shop, students can learn about wiring
a house. Point out tothem that the increased electricity load used in today's homes
dictates a more elaborate electrical system than was required some years ago.

Next, invite an architect to speak to the class about his profession and how time has
affected the history of mrchitecture in America. In order for the students to relate
more directly, you could invite the architect who designed their school to address
them. Have him explain some of the problem that he had to solve in designing the
building.

If "open classrooms" exist in your cormunity, have the architect explain how this
concept affects the design of a classroam, hallways, and school. Ask him to relate
thia concept of functional architecture in school design to functional architecture
in dgelling design.

After the visit by the architect, have the students discuss the various careers in-
volved in the construction of a dwelling, and recapitulate the architect's role today.
Then have them discuss how these careers have changed in the past 200 years.

Credit: Dr. James E. Bottoms, ed. Career education Resource Guide (U.S.C., 1972)
pp. 207-8.
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Life-Style

is

Individual develops a personal "style," which he cdn fulfill in a career with
a similar "style.':

People pursue careers for many reasons.
A person may be suited for several different careers.
The choice of a career usually involves a =promise between greater and lesser needs.
People change, and sometimes change careers, as they go thrcuph life.
A worker must understand not only his job, but also his employer's rules, regulations,
policies, and procedures.

BEST COPY MORI F
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Conce

Performance Objective
The student will be able to identify and describe elements of typical individual life-
styles and show how these factors might influence career decisions.

Materials
.eirdi.ence materials on occupations; supplies to create a brochure.

Lessen Capsule
In a class discussion, explore student ideas about the concept of life-style. Sug-
gest that one way to develop a definition for this term would be to investigate ways
in which a number of careers influence individuals involved in them and/or reflect
the way an individual prefers to live. Invite students to name various careers that
they feel illustrate sharp, obvious life-style differences. Occupations such as
actor, banker, farmer, pharmacist, ecolopist, soldier, politician, and rook musician
might be used as examples.

Have the class develop a list of life-style elements that might be affected by one's
career. For instance, working hours for an actor vary from day to day, depending on
rehearsal and performance schedules. In comparison, a banker's hours seldom fluc-
tuate; his is essentially a nine-to-five life. A druggist's financial position is
generally more secure than that of a rock musician; a rock musician rust spend a
great deal of time on the road, whereas a farmermust remain fairly stationary most
of the year; an ecologist works out-of-doors, whereas a politician renerally works
indoors.

As students compare and contrast the working life-styles of all the different voca-
tions selected, encourage them to hypothesize about the lives of individuals when
they are not on the lob. Explore the idea that an individual's leisure-time activi-
ties are a matter of personal choice. But choices are limited or structured by
other factors-interests, abilities, time, money available, fmmily responsibilities,
community facilities, and peer influences.

Students night write to, or invite to class, representatives of several occupations
and explore with them the relaticnshins between a person's life-style and the satis-
factions he or she might derive from different kinds of Taork. For instance, a per-
son who wishes to live and work in one location for most of his life and yet net a
number of people each day would probebly derive a great deal of satisfaction fram
serving the community as a pharmacist. A person who finds travel and self-expression
important to his life-style would probably find a career in rock music or the theater
satisfying. An individual who enjoys working with money and figures might find a
banking career or a position on Wall Street gratifyinp. An individual who likes to
be out-of-doors will find a career in ecology or agriculture satisfying.

Students might invite parents to join in a discussion of factors that might cause
people to make changes in their life-styles. For instance, many men find that when
they reach middle age, a nine-to-five job is not to their liking. Many women are
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finding the career of housewife stifling. Other influencing factors include health,
changes in family structure, unexpected financial burdens, changing interests, and
opportunities for further education and training.

In addition to discussing change factors, the group it also explore the problems
that develop when one decides to revise a life-style. As part of the discussion,
ask parents and students to share ideas about the difficulties an individual might
have in perceiving himself accurately and reasons for these difficulties.

A role-playing exercise could be employed at this print. Have the group develop
situations wherein a father or mother consult with the family about e drenatic change
in life-style. What factors are to be considered? Is a move inherent in the change?
Is an economic factor involved? What factors or persons within the family structure
are to be considered?

Following these activities, develop with the class aworkirg definiticn of life-style.

As a closing activity, the class might plan, write, and distribute a comprehensive
inventory booklet to be used by students preparing to seek employment. This "em-
ployability," "life-style," or "self-scrutiny" boonet might include pages on which
the individual records such information as: What do I have to offer an employer?
Is my temperament suited to certain careers as opposed to others? In what kind of
environment do I wish to vork? What are the kinds of he I wish to keep? What
values are important to me? Money? Helping others? Self-expression? Freedom?
Security? What kind of werkbehayicr is required by lobs that interest me? What
is the pay offered by jobs that interest me? What fringe benefits are offered by
jobs that interest me? What manner of dress, appearance, and behavior are required
by careers that interest me? Is there any politics involved in careers that interent
me? If so, am I willing to "play the game"?

Credit. Dr. James E. Bottoms, ed. Career Education Resource Guide (U.S.A., 1972)
pp. 228-30.
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Appendix (1)

aticeer Values - Sentence, Completion Farm

1. When I am an adult, I most of all want to be...

2. I would like to have my friends think of me as...
S

3. I would like to make enough money to...

4.

5.

In planning for the future, I think it is important to...

Ten years from now, I hope to be...

s.,

6. TO get ahead in this world,...

7. I find working closely with people...

8. I would prefer to be famous for...

3. When I work alone 1...

10. My strongest personal ,Isset is...

11. My biggest fault is...

Ardor: Robert Pasco

Community Resources

Name
Carlson, Bob
Carter, Janes
Charkins, Charles
Hall, Bill
Mudgett, Stuart
Overton, Alan
Page, Proctor
Riley, James
Roeber, Frank
Thompson, Noah
Woolf, Marguerite

Phone #877"
899-4767
769-0111
878-9381
8783325
878-3346
878-3356
878-4869
878-8855
878-8381
899-2235

Appendix (2)

c. eerinr, landscaping
Peace Corps
engineer, electronics technician
forestry
insurance
lawyer

graphic communication, editor, publisher
dentist, dental assistant, dental secretary
technical draftinw
town planning
writer

Note: This list is merely a suppliment to the district list of community resources
and the high school list of community resources.
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